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Miss 
America 
speaks 
on AIDS 
by Lisa Springer 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Mi ssAmerica,Leanza 
Cornett, visited UCF Thursday 
to present "Beauty and the 
Beast: An AIDS Presentation." 
Miss Cornett, a 21-year-old 
sophomore communications 
major at Rollins College and an 
AIDS activist, came to promote 
the overall awareness of AIDS. 
Through volunteering at the 
Hope and Health Center and 
the Serenity House in Orlando, 
Cornett began promoting AIDS 
awareness. Her life had also 
been touched by the virus when 
one of her dearest friends, Guy, 
contra~ted the disease. 
"It was hard for me because 
he is my best friend and I see 
nothing being done about it," 
Cornett said. "It makes me an-
gry that I see someone I love 
greatly suffer so much." 
Even though Guy is physi-
cally deteriorating - he has 
Karposi Sarcoma (a form of skin 
cancer related to AIDS) andhas 
lost his sight in one eye - his 
attitude is al ways positive. This 
keeps Cornett energetic about 
the issue. She travels over 
20,000 miles a month speaking 
to numerous groups about 
AIDS . 
"It's emotionally draining, 
but the entire experience moti-
vates me," Cornett said. 
More people have died from 
AIDS/HIV than from suicide, 
heart disease or homicide in the 
United States. AIDS affects ev-
eryone and no one is immune. 
Often AIDS is described as a 
volcano; being HIV positive is a 
person's dormant period while 
in the eruptive period, full blown 
AIDS is diagnosed . 
"fhis volcano can blow at any 
AIDS continued page 7 
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SLICING ON CONCRETE 
A rollerbtader tries new-moves on the concrete. <DehoogtFUTURE> 
Man exposes-himself to two women 
by Mark Schlueb 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
University of Central Florida 
Police are seeking a man who ex-
posed his penis to two students on 
campus last week. 
PolicesaidMichelleKesslerand 
herroommat.eSheny Petezheard 
a car approaching behind them as 
they were walking at 3:15 p.m 
Feb. 22 in Parking Lot A-5, near 
the Administration Building. 
WhenKesslerglancedover, she 
saw a man raise himself out of the 
driver's seat with his pants down 
and was masturbating. 
Surprised, Kessler told Perez 
what had happened. "She thought 
I was kidding," Kessler said 
But then the man turned his 
Jeep Wagoneer around and drove 
by again. Both Kessler, 19, and 
Perez, 17, sawtheman, who again 
raised himself out of his seat and 
exposed himself. The man didn't 
say anything, but "he had a big 
smile as he drove by," Kessler said 
in a polire report. 
"A lot of people have told me be 
wasdoingaperfectlynaturalthing, 
but I don't see anything natural 
about it I mean,it'sfineifhewants 
to [masturbate] in the privacy of 
his own home, but not out in pub-
lic," Kessler said 
Accotding to the women, they 
gotinKessler'scaranddrovedown 
University Boulevard as soon as 
the man passed. After tu.ming 
onto Dean Road, they saw the 
man's Wagoneeragain. Theywere 
unable to get a lirense plate num-
ber, however, because the vehicle 
had no plate. 
Police describe the man as 
white, in his early 20s, between 
180 and 200 pounds with a solid 
build, between 5 feet 10 inehes 
and 6 feet tall, with brown hair 
and light-colored eyes. 
Police compose . 
computer fa~ 
by Mark Schlueb 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Many people like their 
jobs because they get to see 
new faces. The only differ-
ence between them and De-
tective Sgt. Tom Gorbas is 
thatifhewantsto see anew 
face, he just makes one. 
Gorbasisthe UCFPolice 
Department's resident ex-
pert on computer-aided 
composite drawing. 
Gone are the days of 
television's police artist us-
ing his charcoal pencil to 
sketch a murder suspect. 
They're gone, that is, at 
UCF. . 
Now, one of the most 
valuable tools available to 
Central Florida police in-
vestigators is a state-of-the-
art computer system that 
matches thousands of dif-
ferent facial characteristics 
together into one picture-
FACES continued page 7 
Spring 
Breakeas: 
Expo'93 
by Heather Asche 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
What better way is there to 
. kick off Spring Break than with 
the UCF Wellness Center's 
"Well and Wild Celebration?" 
The UCF Wellness Center 
and the Student Wellness Ad-
vocate Team will host Expo '93 
from 11am.to2 p.m. Wednes-
day on the Student Center 
Green. 
The Seven th Ann u al 
Wellness Expo will prepare stu-
dents for Spring Break and dem-
onstrate healthier lifestyles for 
all students, facultyt staff and 
the community . 
More than 60 local busi-
nesses, organizations and cam-
pus resource representatives 
will present health tips and ser-
vices, free giveaways and food. 
The Expo will open with the 
UCF Cheerleaders and "Mario 
and The Sea Dogs," presented 
by the CampusActivitiesBoard. 
Different activities from 
many organizations will be 
happening all day. The UCF 
crew team will be having a 
rowing challenge. The Orlando 
Sports Medicine Ce:Qter will 
be providing free back checks~ 
body fat tests and other health 
related tests. Free massages 
will also be given. 
The Dive Station will give 
away a $50 diving mask. The 
Hawaiian Tropic model will pro-
mote safe skin care methods and 
give samples of skin care prod-
ucts. Florida Hospital will pro-
vide a step/cardiovascular test, 
and Zephyrhills will hand out 
free bottled water. 
Kara Kinzler, director of the 
Expo '93, said the Expo pro-
motes positive alternatives for 
Spring Breakers. 
"Much of the time over Spring 
EXPO continued page 5 
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NCJTHING BEATS A BUD: 
•• Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller: the high-performance Macintosh system. 
, ..,. 
If you want more power on campus, 
you can always donate a library. 
The new Apple' Macintosh Centris 610 and Apple La.serWriler Seled 300. 
For the kind of power that will make your schoolwork easier, however, fast, high-resolution laser printing, with lots of room to upgrade. See both 
we recommend the system above. It features the new Macintosh Centris'" 610 now at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student pric-
computer with its blazing 68040 processor, to speed through even the most ing, as well as service during college~ And discover the power more .~ 
complex software programs. And the new LaserWritef Select 300 printer for students choose.The power of Macintosh: The power to be your best. . 
For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building 
Open 8:30am - 4:30pm Mon - Thurs and Fri 8:30am - 4:00 pm 
or call the Macintosh Sales Office at 823-5434 
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Students travel off the beaten path in Europe 
ColMge Press ~rvlce 
A fast-food lunch commonly runs $8, and 
ketchup and water costs extra. So how can a 
college student afford a vacation in Europe? 
There are many ways, from standing up when 
you eat to taking trains at night to befriending 
farmers, travel experts say. 
Traveling in winter is near the top on the list of 
money-savers. 
"This is a low travel time, so airlines extend 
sales. All of the traditional holidays are more 
expensive because there's more demand," said 
Peggy Mahoney, spokeswoman for Continental 
Airlines. 
But for students who won't be unleashed from 
school until May, bargains can still be found. In 
most of Europe, peak season begins around May 
23, said Will Cornell of American International 
Youth Hostels in Boulder, Colorado. Even then, 
he added, it's possible to vacation on a shoestring. 
"Housing isn't expensive unless you're going to 
spend a lot of time in the big cities," he said. 
High season in Italy doesn't start until June, 
said Mary Kay Hartley of the Italian Tourism 
Board. Lodging will be cheaper until then. Food is 
always cheaper if you eat it standing, she added. 
Hartley advises budget-conscious students to 
dine at the little bakeries and cafes that dot Italian 
cities. They often have tables, but "when you sit 
down they charge more," she said. 
Both RailEurope and BritRail have special 
year-round rates for travelers under 25. With a 
Rail Europe pass, you can travel by train through 
17 countries. BritRail makes stops in cities 
throughout the United Kingdom. A RailEurope 
"Youth FlexiPass" ranges from $220 for five days 
of travel in a two-month period, to $698 for two 
months of consecutive travel. BritRail Youth 
Passes begin at $155 for any four days in an eight-
day period, to $309 for any 15 days in two months. 
"European countries are very close to one an-
other," said Claude Monte of RailEurope. "So 
train is the main mode of transportation. You can 
go from one country to another in five hours." 
American visitors also should consider travel-
ing through smaller towns, rather than spending 
all of their time in the major cities. Spending time 
in out-of-the-way towns also is more fun because 
travelers get more opportunities to get to know the 
natives. 
Food is cheaper off the beaten track, as well . 
London restaurants are often expensive. Yet, in 
Wales, a two-hour train ride away, a famished 
traveler can get a cafe meal for under $5. 
As in past generations, young Americans still 
frequent smoky-but-cheap eateries on Paris' Left 
Bank, near the Sorbonne University. There they 
can buy more french-style treats like grilled ham 
and cheese sandwiches, with an extra layer of 
browned cheese covering the top slice of bread. Or 
Skinheads Protest ·oays 
Students stroll along a street at Oxford University in 
England. {Janet s1n91eton1cPs) 
they may settle for a miniature pizza of questionable quality. 
What the '90s student-travelers s~e along St.-Michel Boulevard 
that their parents didn't is a fast food outlet or two. Whether it's 
McDonald's or a European version ofit, like "Quick" or "Italy and 
Italy," assembly-line burgers' and fries cost a~ut 30 percent more 
than in the United States. Plus, theketchupcostsanextraquarter 
and bottfod water is sold for about a buck . 
In Europe, housing costs are often easier to scale down than food 
expenses. Venice has a stock of small, family-run hotels that run 
from $18 to $40 a night. A tourist information booth in the city 
train station offers a free referral system. Clerks contact local 
hotels, checking for vacancies. 
France is cheaper than England, said Jennifer Thorton, an 
American student spending her junior year at Oxford University. 
In Paris, you can get a room for aboout $20, she said. "In London, 
a room starts at about-$55. So students who go there are more 
likely to stay in youth hos~ls," Thorton said. 
But, she warns, "In hostels, Americans spend the majority of 
their time with other Americans." 
But you can't beat the price, said Cornell of American Interna-
tional Youth Hostels. While most hostels range from $8-$18 a 
night, occasionally a guest can stay free ifhe or she is willing to work 
. . Whtt& supremacists against homosexu-
als in the military were outnumbered 
three to one by more than 1 oo 
counterprotesters Saturday outside Par-
liament House, Ortando·s Jargest gay 
o·td Spani~h s·h-~l{_,isc-ov· 
ered in Bay 
What is probably the oldest shipwreck 
ever to be found in Florida was discov-
College interns 
abound abroad 
College Press Service 
Snapping up a foreign internship 
sounds like a piece of cake in Laura 
Hitchcock's book, "The Imaginative Soul's 
Guide to Foreign Internships." 
According to Hitchcock, research, vi-
sion and organization can land students a 
short-termjob of their dreams in an exotic 
land. 
The 125-page book is an insider's guide 
for those seeking paying or non-paying 
internships in European cities and towns. 
Hitchcock guarantees that with tenacity, 
"many postage stamps, photocopies and a 
few phone calls, you can arrange the trip 
of your choice." 
American students are viewed as ex-
cellent workers by Europeans, Hitchcock 
said. "The Imaginative Soul's Guide to 
Foreign Internships" contains chapters 
such as "Getting from Here to There" and 
"Only the Lonely," which contain practi-
cal information like how to handle cus-
toms and money. 
Most helpful, however, is a resource sec-
tion in the back of the book which is packed 
with lists and addresses, includinganAnglo-
American dictionary for students headed 
for the United Kingdom. The bo.ok ($16.95) 
is published by Ivy House. · 
in exchange for lodging. That's what Cornell did 
when he traveled through Europe for four years, 
except he worked on fimns. 
"In Scotland, some farmers will let students 
spendthenightifthey'lldofourorfivehoursofwork. 
And breakfast is free," he said 
· July and August, when tlie price of visiting 
Europe climbs, the need for teiii~fm:y farm help 
also rises. Students can fulcl -0 wruch farmers 
need workers, Cornell said, by asking at local 
churches. 
Generally, the best cost savings on travel is 
advance research and planning. Decide your 
destination and length of stay, then canvass 
local bookstores and libraries for information on 
how to travel through foreign countries cheaply. 
If you want to spend some time in another 
country, there are various private and govern-
ment agencies that can help. The Peace Corps 
puts American citizens to work in other coun-
tries, while Global Volunteers, a St. Paul, 
Minn.-based group, places American students 
for two to three weeks in jobs designed for 
overseas volunteers . 
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Student Special 
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---------------Announcements---------------
Withdrawal Dead· 
line 
any student interested in literacy 
tutoring with an adult, child1 
homeless or migrant persons 
are invited to attend the first 
meeting of the UCF Literacy 
Corpsl at 6 p.m. Wednesday in 
the SOL. Training sessions will 
be presented by Jim Hahnl as-
sociate director of the SBDC 
and Rosellen Kraus, assistant 
director, SBDC. The seminar is 
from 8 a.m. to noon Thursday, 
. The cost is $30. 
sium for men and women inter-
ested in trying out for the 1993 
UCF Varsity Cheerleading 
Squad. For more information 
contact Linda Gooch at 823-
2143 . 
The withdrawal deadline for 
the 1993 Spring semester is 
Friday .All students who intend 
to withdraw from a class must 
do so by Friday. 
be set up at the meeting. Fellowships for Executive Contract 
Campus Action for 
Animals 
. Graduate Study Administration 
Best Buddies Needed Black graduate students are en-
T~e ~CF ch~pter of Best Bud- couragedtoapplyforthe$5,000 
dies is looking for a program Delores A. Auzenne Fellow-
d~rec~orfor n~xt y~ar. Best B.ud- ships tor Graduate Study of-
~1es 1s a nat1onw1d_e org~rnza- fered by the state University 
t1onthatpromotesfnendsh1pbe- System of Florida. Students 
Campus Action for Animals is 
having a meeting from 3-4 
p.m. Tuesday in the Student 
Center Room 214. The group 
will address a number of dif-
ferent animal rights issues. 
All are welcome. 
tweenc~llegestudentsand~tu- should get application 
dents with mental retardation. detailsthem in their 
The Center for Executive De-
velopment at UCF will present 
a course in Effective Contract 
Administration from 6 to 9 p.m. 
Thursday through Saturday at 
UC F's main campus. The 
course will cover the material 
on the Certified Professional 
Contract Manager and Certified 
Association Contract Manager 
Exams. Call 823-2446. 
Call Hien Ung at 823-2611. department's Graduate Office. 
Habit-at For Hu· 
manity 
The UCF chapter of Habitat 
for Humanity will meet at 5 
p.m. Wednesday in the Stu- · 
dent Organizational Lounge. 
Any students interested in 
working with the Habitat or 
other homelessness issues 
are welcome to attend. Also 
•usiness Plan Writing 
The Small Business Develop-
ment Center in the College of 
Business Administration at UCF 
is offering assistance with the 
key ingredients of a business 
plan, sources of critical infor-
mation1 whatthe marketing plan 
is and how to make it attractive 
to lenders and investors. It will 
Students may also contact the 
Office of Equal Opportunity and 
Affirmative Action Programs, 
Administration Building 330, 
823-1 EEO. Applicationdeadline 
is March 15. 
Cheerleading Tryouts 
A meeting will be held at 7:00 
March 17 ih the UCF Gymna-
Outdoor Jamming 
Student bands and student art 
will be featured on the Student 
Center Green Wednesday from 
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Call Campus 
Activities Board for more infor-
mation, at 823-2633. 
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UNFORTUNATE~ THIS IS WHERE 
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING 
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS. 
Every year, a lot of people make a huge mistake on their taxes. They 
don't take advantage of tax deferral and 
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they 
could be saving for retirement. 
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can 
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs. 
SRAs not-only ease your current tax-
bite, they offer a remarkably easy way 
to build retirement income-especially 
for the "extras" that your regular pension 
and Soci.al Security benefits may not 
cover. Because your contributions are 
made m before-tax dollars, you pay less 
taxes now. And since all earnings on 
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the 
money you don't send to Washington 
works even harder for you. Down the 
r.oad, that can make a dramatic difference 
in your quality of life. 
What else makes SRAs so special? 
A range of allocation choices-from the 
guaranteed security of TIAA to the 
diversified investment accounts of 
CREF's variable annuity-all backed 
by the nation's number one retirement 
system. 
Why write off the chance for a more 
rewarding retirement? Call today and 
learn more about how TIAA-CREF 
SRAs can help you enjoy many 
happy returns. 
Benefit now from ta: defenw/.. Cllll our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, ~. 8016. 
75 years of ensuring the future 
for those who shape it~ 
CREF certi/1£11tu art Jirtrihu.ttJ 6y TIAA-CREF /riJi,iJUJZI aM ln.rtitu.Jumal Strvim. For nwrt compfLlt informa/wn, inrl.11iling cbargu anJ a:pen.ru, call l 800-842-27JJ. a/. 8016 
for a pro.spalu.r. &ail tbe prwpa/UJ cartf u.lly IJffort you inrul or .rtnJ monry. 
EXPO 
FROM PAGE 1 
Break drinking and DUI is a 
serious problem," Kinzler 
said. "Sometimes people be-
have in a way that could put 
them in a risk. That is where 
our concern is." 
She said the Expo will pro-
mote positive activities, safety 
methods and precautions. 
Officers from the Orange 
County Sheriffs Office will 
demonstrate DUI tests with 
their BAT mobiles, talk 
about drinking rules and 
discuss prevention in popu-
lar spring break areas such 
as Daytona Beach. 
UCF's Promoting Alcohol 
Responsibility Through You 
will serve Mocktails. Chi-
Chi's and Jungle Jims will 
serve non-alcoholic cocktails 
as well. 
UCF'sHIV-AIDS Institute 
will be on the Green promot-
ing AIDS awareness and dis-
tributing free condoms with 
information regarding safer 
sex. Sex Respect will be pro-
moting awareness about 
sexual relationships, sexual 
assaults and methods ofrape 
prevention. The Birth Con-
trol Center Inc. Will hand out 
free information, and Condom 
Man will be there through-
out the day promoting posi-
tive choices and safer sex. 
Doctors from local offices will 
speak about male and fe-
male sexual issues. 
The Oviedo police dog pa-
trol will perform a mock drug 
bust at 1 p.m. on the Green, 
and UCF's Responsible Edu-
cation and Action for Cam-
pus Health will advocate drug 
awareness as well. 
Environmental issues 
will also be a part of Expo 
'93. UCF's Environmental 
Society will .be present as 
well as representatives from 
The ECO Store and the Out-
landers. 
Alpha Delta Pi and 
Lambda Chi Alpha will model 
sports fashion at noon on the · 
Green. Sportswear from the 
Body Shop, Oshmans Sport .. 
ing Goods and the UCF book-
store with UCF sportswear 
will be modeled. 
"Wellness Expo '93 is a 
great opportunity for stu-
dents to learn about their 
local communities' health 
. services," said Peter 
Mammott, Wellness Center 
consultant. 
Other participants include: 
The American Red Cross, 
FloridaHospitalRehabilit.ation 
and Wellness Cenrer, Jewett 
Orthopedic Center, U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration, 
Wayne Denscli Inc., Women In 
Transition, Centaur,Response, 
Central Florida Blood Bank, 
Pascarello, Hoover and 
Finkelstein DPM.PA, Florida 
Highway Patrol, Travel Con-
cepts, Nordic Track, UCF 
Health Services, Project 111, 
Peggy and Philip B. Crosby 
Wellness Center, tntimate, 
Bike Works, Student Health 
Advisory Committee, Recre-
ationalServices-UCF,MooDuk 
Kwan Club and Translife. 
----------------------------------------------------------~~~~~~~-----------------===--"'-~""'---'---------~~~~~--~-
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The ~tudent Wellness lidvoeate 'Team proudly presents: 
W'ELJ~REC)C) EXPO ,93 
llE Wl~EJJ 
Wellness Is Something for Everyone. 
Wednesday, March 3 
l l :OOam - 2:00pm 
on the Green 
Schedvile of Events 
11 :00 [ACF Cheet'"le'.ade..-s Opel'\il'\9 
11: 10 "Ma..-io & The Sea Do9s" 
11 :30 Baily's Step ..Ae..-obics 
12:00 Big Fashion $how 
12:30 Ma...-tial Al"ts DeW\o 
1 :00 Dog Po.frol-Dl"!Ag B~s+ 
2:00 Fil'\ale Raffle Dt<awil'\gs 
Also FeatV\t'in9 
F ~ee Massages 
Police Robot 
Bat Mobile 
c ... ash SimV\la+o ... 
FitHess Challenges 
t-lealth Checks 
Visit displays to wi"' mcmy pl"ize dl"awin9s t~\1"01A9h the day. 
lAl"al'\d Pl"ize dl"aWil'\9 fol" a Su.l"pl"ise Vacatiol'\! 
Fol" mot"e info call 823-5841 
C.AMPU\S W6LLNESS C£NT6R 
! " 
.. .... ....... ................ 
•' .... ..... ·:· .. . .. : ····:. ·.:···: :• . . :.::······ .. . 
. ,,~ftESIDENf. VICE•.;.;.•PRESJD.BN.f.::: .. ...=-
p~~!~~~!:~ 
.~ 
All AASU Members With Current Membership Application 
On File · Are Eligible 
t . 
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Students concerned 
about sex, drugs, flab 
Miss America stresses safe sex 
Ams 
FROM PAGE 1 
using condoms. Women must 
remember they are 17 percent 
more likely to be infected by a 
checked. Condoms do have a 10 
percent failure· rate, she said. 
Cornett urged everyone to be-
come aware of AIDS and com-
mended UCFfor having a course 
which teaches students about 
the AIDS epidemic. 
College Press Service 
What health issues are coll 
ege students most concerned 
about? Sex, drugs ... and being 
overweight, according to an 
informal survey of telephone 
calls at one California college. 
The findings come from a 
statistical analysis of calls 
made between August 1992 
and January 1993 to De Anza 
Community College's Campus 
Awareness System, a free, 24-
hour recording of drug, alco-
hol, health and campus inf or-
mation. the system receives 
an average of 2,500 anony-
mous calls per month from 
students and other commu-
nity members. 
Since the system began at 
the Cupertino, Calif., college, 
the most commonly requested 
individual message, with 418 
calls, was "Need to lose 10-15 
pounds." I twas followed closely 
by, "How to use .a condom and 
where to find them on cam-
pus," with 413 calls. 
Ruth Foy, health center coor-
dinator for the college, said she 
isn't swprised by the students' 
top picks. "Look at the emphasis 
in our society about being thin. 
look at the pressure that's put 
on," she said "These are things 
that people are thinking about" 
The largest general category 
of calls came from "AIDS and 
other STDs" (sexually transmit-
. t.ed diseases), with 2,087 calls. 
"Illicit and prescription drugs" 
was the next most-often-called 
category with 2,055 calls. Stu-
dents can choose more specific 
individual messages under the 
general headings. 
The calls also indicated con-
cern in some new areas. The 
message for the trendy drug F.c-
stasy received 316 calls, while 
256 calls were recordedfor"Preg-
nancy, Drugs and Your Baby." 
Unhealthyrelationshipsalsocon-
cerned callers. 
time," Cornett said. manthanamanfromawoman. 
She also reminded UCF stu- The Center for Disease Con-
dents that AIDS is 100 percent trol reports 71 percent of all 
fatal but 100 per- women'scasesare 
cent preventable. ~~~~~~~~~ from hetero-
The number "This volcano sexual inter-
one method of pre- course and will be 
vention is absti- can blow at 90 percent by the 
nence. Because of any time.,, year 2000. 
unrealistic expec- "Women: You 
tations, . this shouldn'tgivehim 
method is not al- ·Leanza Cornett love unless he 
ways a person's MISS AMERICA wears a glove," 
first choice. Sev- Cornett said. 
"You don't have to be Miss 
America to be an activist," 
Cornett said. 
Sharon Douglas of the HIV-
AIDS Institute at UCF pre-
sented Cornett with a red rib-
bon on behalf of students and 
staff involved with the insti-
tute . 
"Leanza Cornett is a very 
enty percent of all "Men: gracious young 
college students are sexually Ifyouloveher, wear ~~~~~~~~~ ladyforworking 
active, Cornett added. In acover.Responsibil- ''Abstinence is with the AIDS 
Washington, D.C., 80 percent ity belongs to both issue," Douglas 
of all 10th graders have had parties." the only safe- said. "She is also 
four sexual partners, she said She said people guard. " very brave be-
" Abstinence is the only safe- must remember tO cause as Miss 
. guard there really is," Cornett use only latex America, many 
warns. "There is no such thing condomswithwater- ·Leanza Cornett people would 
as safe sex, only safer sex." based lubricants. MISS AMERICA have told her to 
Condomsarethemostpopu- Condoms should pick a safe issue 
lar method of preventing the neverbestorednear suchascanceror 
virus. The sale of condoms has heat or moisture and the expi- the elderly. For that I really 
declined and fewer teens are ration date must always be admire her ." 
FACES 
FROM PAGE 1 
all at the touch of a button. 
The university's Police De-
partment was the· first law en-
forcement agency in Central 
Florida to get such a system, 
and Gorbas, an 18-year vet-
eran of the department, knows 
more about it than anyone. 
"I'll work with a victim 
for hours, getting every-
thing right. I'm a perfec-
tionist," Gorbas said. 
The $3,000 ComPHOTOfit 
computer system has hundreds 
of each facial characteristic 
stored in its memory, and the 
user can overlay each of them 
on the computer's monitor. For 
instance, Gorbas can choose 
from 170 different Caucasian 
noses and 198 Latin American 
foreheads. 
The user isn't limited to 
items stored in the computer's 
memory, however. One can use 
aspecialpaintmodetodrawon · 
the screen using a mouse. 
Gorbas is often called in to 
help ~ther, bigger law enforce-
ment agencies on special cases. 
"There was one case involv-
ing a pedophile [child molester] 
who kidnapped a young boy, 
Gorbas said. "Working with 
him, we were able to develop a 
composite of the suspect." 
Another time, the software 
was used to help apprehend an 
armed robber. 
The Police Department 
hopes to get a scanner soon. 
This will allow Gorbas to trans-
fer actual pictures onto a com-
puter and alter them. Accord-
ing to Gorbas, he'll be able to 
age pictures of children with 
the device. 
With Visa® you'll be accepted at more than 
Gorbas trains officers in 
his department to use the 
system. 
10 miJlion places, nearly three times more than American Express. "We give them a certifi-
cate after the course," he 
said. And that's not a misprint. 
Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~ As good as the system is, Gorbas cautions, it isn't in-
fallible. 
"I'm only as good as a 
person's memory," he said. 
The Central Florida Future 
Low voter tmnout 
stands as warning to 
UCF's SG practices 
S oon, this university will have a new student body president Current Student Govern-
ment Public Relations Director Chris Mar-
lin was catapulted into the office by a whopping 5 
perrent of the student population-not exactly a 
mandate from the people. 
Infact, only 1,254studentsvotedin the election, 
which wasmarredbythedisqualificationof candi-
dates John Shadgett and Chris McGee; this was 
the lowest turnout in at least six years. This is 
not Marlin's fault, but regardless of what SG 
might say to the contrary, it does represent the 
level of dissatisfaction with the election process 
felt by students. -
• • n1on March 2. 1 993 8 
The only year that came close to this year's 
paltry turnout was 1990. Coincidentally ·. lN 1"E' \W.lS of rt~DE'MlA 'lHIC VIEEk, (Ii~ ~TJ' 
enough, there were candidates disqualified in 
tlua~:.eOO:Fro~w.?CSidentifilanulidate :OF BTUf)\CS CROO'S ll£ MINllS lf-'ltUN&-_OCP S1U~~ 
Don Taylor was disqualified for not meeting the 
1
._ ____________ ......_ ___________ ...._ _ _.. _ _. 
GPA requirement, and vice presidential mndi- ~ ... ents OD OBT de11--loostra ... e date Christopher mer was disqualified for not .l!IVI ~a: .~ 
having the required number of credit hours. Tay- . _ 
lor,itseems,wasatransferstudentwhohadaa.4 the D-eed ~0• 1st Ame1•1dment GPAfromtheUniversityofWestFloridabut had J.• :& & 
onlybeenat UCFforafewweeks,notlongenough 
to accumulate a GPA; and mer, though he was 
only registered for three hours, was carrying the 
same number of credit hours as the then-sitting 
student body president. 
As a result of his disqualification, Taylor sued 
the university and theBoardoffiegentsinorderto · 
get an injunction to postpone the election, but the 
request for the injunction was denied by an Or-
ange County circuit judge. Even with all of that _ 
rommotion, nearly 1,500 students turned out for · 
the election, several hundred more than this year. 
The reason we bring up these past events is to 
illustrate the tradition of favoritism that has per-
vaded theSGofficeforyearsandoontinues to do so 
today. It seems that whenever candidates that 
aren't members of the~" crowd surface, election 
rules are used to find a way to disqualify them. 
If the ridiculously low election turnout is not 
enough to prove to SG that students are fed up 
with the incestuous little_ clique they've got 
going over there, if for some reason they need 
further evidence, they sho~.d consider the fact 
that 11 percent of the students who voted in the 
election this year voted for a candidate whose 
main qualification was bemg president of a 4-
H club in high school and who promised to build 
adeluxeminiaturegolfcourseaftertearingout 
all of the parking lots. Of course, at least this 
particular candidate offered to donate the student 
body president's salary, $10,000, to charity. 
Actually, we wish Mr. Marlin all the luck in the 
world in his new office. One of the first things he 
said after leamingofbiselection was to be sure we 
heldhimtoallofbiscampaignpromises;getready, 
Chris. This we intend to do, indeed. 
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WHAT'S NEXT? 
---------,1!""W", here was a little bit of 
_Germany right here in 
Orlando this weekend 
:. when a group of Klansmen 
and skinheads gathered 
across the street from OBT's 
Parliament House to protest 
a movement to allow gays 
into the military. 
Only problem was, a con-
tingent of gays and lesbians 
counter-protesting outnum-
bered the white supremacists, and, typical Nazis that 
these were, they quickly folded· under pressure. 
Nothing like a bunch of shaven-headed, combat-
booted brown and black shirts scre~rning "Seig heil" to 
make you proud to be an American. 
Although, actually,- there is one good thing that can 
be discerned out of all this and that is the importance 
of our Constitution's First Amendment allowing people 
(my apologies to all you people out there) like this to say 
the closed-minded, pinheaded things that they do. 
That's right rm sayingthatall the silly things these 
people (there I go again-callingthem people as if they 
belonged to the human race) say need to be said. In line 
with-that, I also do not believe that the recently legis-
lated hate-crimes laws should have been passed, let 
alone enforced. 
There's a relatively simple and undentandable reason 
forthinkingthisway:itisalltiedupinthe"pinhead"facror. 
You see, by allowing narrow-minded people to say 
the stupid and idiotic things that .they think, we can 
immediately label them as a "pinhead." Once so la-
belled, we know better than to listen to anything else 
said "pinhead" might say. 
That way, we can go on about our business, secure in 
the knowledge that another ignoramus has been duly 
identified. · 
The truth of this is borne out by simply looking at 
what has been happening in the area of eastern Europe 
ever since the totalitarian coalition of governments 
that ran the. Eastern bloc fell. 
Years of repression led to the impression of the 
existence of some· sort of"peaceable kingdom." 
Yet, when the powers-that-be were toppled, any 
pretense of civility went with them; people were sud-
denly allowed to express themselves in whatever way 
they wished. 
The result? 
Bosnians in Yugoslavia, Neo-Nazis in Germany, 
anti-Gypsies in Czechoslovakia, even France has had 
its share of the current hatred that's in vogue. 
An interesting side effect of all this is the counter-
moves being made against such groups, although the 
group gathered against Orlando's version of pinheads 
was much more sedate and civilized than some. Appar-
ently things in Germany have gotten so outofhand that 
a group known as the "redskins" has come into exist-
ence. Operating in such nations as Belgium, Britain 
and Holland as well as Germany, the "redskins" fight 
racism with literature and fists. 
But, thank goodness, here in-America we still have 
freedom of speech, a right that allows every pinhead to 
demo~strate themselves as such in public any time 
they wish. 
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· NASCAR .drivers are athletes, says this fan 
• 
Chris Besaw-
CAMPUS COMMENTARY 
T race "Trivial" Trylko's opinions about auto racing are his own business. However, if he is going to have his opinions printed, someone 
has to help him with his facts. 
rn do this by working through the reasons Mr. 
Trylko gives for declaring NASCAR i's nothing more 
• than "stupidity on wheels" and nothing more than 
something that appeals to "beer-clenching hillbillies." 
First of all, NASCAR is indeed a sport. Now, I could 
• go running to Webster's to back me up (and it does back 
me up, by the way), but instead rd like to ask Mr. Trylko 
ifhe feels that horse racing and bobsledding (an Olym-
• pie event for crying out loud) are sports. If so, then why 
not auto racing? In all of these sports humans are being 
carried by something that needs human help in steer-
ing, but the bulk of the work is being done by the object 
• carrying the human, be it car, horse or sled. 
Why Not 
l. • 
I 
The drivers of the cars are the "stars of these 
spectacles." A high-powered car is useless in the 
hands of the untrained. 
Also, announcers of these races never refer to a 
race team by their sponser. You will never hear an 
an'Ilouncer say, "Tide came in first, Mello Yello sec-
ond." You may hear that Ricky Rudd and the Tide 
racing team came in first, but the driver is always 
mentioned first as he is most important. Cars don't 
win races, drivers do. 
As for the physical demands on a driver and the 
skill driving requires, I assure you, both are great. 
Remember the last time you gunned your car to 80 
mph? The faster you drove the car, the harder it was 
to keep control. Now imagine going close to 200 mph, 
passing cars, on a slick surface, in incredible heat. If 
you think it gets hot in the stands, you're right, but 
a driver is exposed to more than just outside heat, he 
is exposed to engine and track heat. Just the friction 
of 40 cars running over the same surface at 200 mph 
tends to heat up the track. 
As far as crashes go, don't stereotype every race 
fan as someone who's looking for crashes, because 
most aren't. A crash always puts someone's favorite 
driver out of a race, not to mention that someone 
might be injured. Do you think we race fans don't 
know how dangerous a crash can be? 
If there are still women in bikinis used to hand the 
trophy to the winner of a race I wasn't aware ofit, and 
I don't know of a single race fan who gives a damn in 
any case. 
"Trivial" also talks about race drivers always end 
up thanking God for a win. Paaaleeeeze. Tons of 
athletes in many sports pray to God or give thanks to 
God. This does not mean to say that God cares about 
something as trivial as a game or race. Are you 
seriously going to pick on just race drivers for doing 
that, Mr. Trylko? Give me a break. 
If God is responsible for the outcome of sporting 
events, that would mean He has an incredible hatred 
for the Buffalo Bills and Chicago Cubs, wouldn't it? 
Next time, check your facts. 
.Chris Besaw 
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· Tales from· a participant in campaign hell 
Brian Costello 
LESOAPBOX · 
I s it worth all this?" That was the thought ~ in my mind at the Stu-
dent Forum as I lay on the 
pavement in front of a 
plethora of Marlin/Justin 
supporters after my assassi-
nation. Dave shot me with a 
cap ID1Il while my partner in 
crime, Frog, tried to get a 
rousing"Kill Brian!" chant 
going. I died this Star Trek-
style death, a fall to the side, and then a roll onto the 
sidewalk. 
Everything got quiet There was this enonnous library/ 
mmastary vibe from the crowd of.aoout thirty, which was 
broken by a sorority girl who said "Oh my gawdl"spoken in 
utter disbelief. Jarett and Mike caniedmy carcass t.o the mail 
ooxes. I escaped via the LASER bus, and in 10 minutes I was 
safe at home watching 'Talk Soup" on "E!", hopeful that my 
career as a politician was over for good. 
No such luck. Not even an assassination can get you out of 
beingin the Student Government elections once you sign up. 
· Frog had the Declaration of Candidacy form in his hand 
saying,"Justsignit,Briarl. I'llgetyououtofitt.omorrow.Don't 
' worry.• Famous last words. I creat.ed this monster, and it 
seemed that now I was stuck with it. 
So wasitworth all this? Let's lookatthefacts. Frogthe Lazy 
> Bastard and his Dire guy running mate received 145 votes 
from God-fearing, beer-drinking, Hussein-hating Americans, 
alx>ut 11 peroontof the wte. We spent about $10 on the whole 
thing, roughly .00002 cents per student. Frog, being the lazy 
bastard that he is, would take two hours out of each campaign 
day t.o go home and masturbate. I baID.cally sat out by the 
refledmgpmd, takingpleasantaftemoonnaps bythe"Progress 
is Our Priority" sign, watdlingRuss lloydfranticallytiyto~ 
rid of the 3,000 bookmark-&m cq>ies of bis platform. IfFrog 
wasn't home masturbating, he was either at The Fox Hole or 
Club Juana, thinking alx>ut all the issues that trouble the 
n8nds of all UCF students. 
On the other hand, the Marlin/Justin ticketspent$972.53, 
a large chunk o' change indeed. They had air-brushed phot.os, 
brochures, smiling campaign helpers, nice suits, and free beer 
for us. They went all out, and we were laey bastards, but we 
got TlffiEE Df GITS!!!! So yes, it was worth it because we got 
three digits, which made it official: THIS IS THE GREAT 
LAZY BASTARD UPRISING. 
And we got to get really drunk after the election at the 
Wild Pizza with the Marlin/Justin helpers. Thursday's 
photo pretty much said it all: one guy drunk and happy, 
the other drunk and insane. The picture looks like Beaver 
Cleave:t and Charles Manson celebrating Big Lug Day. 
Frog went arowid shmoozing with everybody, being Mr. 
Sociable, trying to scam a seat on the Food Services 
Committee. I tried shmoozing, but it was too weird. After 
all, I died in· front of these people. My fellow joumalist.s 
were sitting. at a nice safe distance from the Power Elite, 
so I decided to take my drunken self over to them. 
It was hard t.o haveaoonversation;Peter Framptnn was on 
the radio. It was that "Do You Feel Like !Do" song. I hate that 
song, and! thought! was tellingmyfellowjoumalists this. But 
it seemed that I was getting louder while everyone else was 
getting quieter, wat.dring me hurl every expletive I oould 
think of regardingthis Frampt.on song.Mercifully,ourfriends 
had something better, Jesus lizard, and that cahned me 
down. I dragged Frog away from his hobnobbing so we oould 
slow dance. 
I screamed a lot that night After the result.s were post.ed 
and Frog did his "Three digit.s!" victory chant, I just siarted 
sc:reamingathim because he was being such a buttholesurfer 
to The Man. 
"You know what you are Frog? You're a goddam sellout," 
I said "Why are you walking home with us? F-4ng Greek 
Parle is that way you ass-lickingshmoozerl When I get home, 
rm gonna write a oolum about you selling out just so you can 
· get a ~ton the goddamn Food Services C.Ommittee. 
"Brian," he said. "Brian. Are you listening to me?" 
"WHAAAAT IS rr YOU CORRUPr, CYNICAL SOID 
OUT SIIlTHEEL?!" 
"Get back t.o reality. Only 12 people read your oolumn." 
-rhen I'll scream this message." 
I then proooeded to scream my drunken rantings at the 
sleeping ladies ofVolusia and Lake Hall: "If you voted for Frog 
the Lazy Bastard, it was the biggest mistake you ever made. 
YOU WERE DUPES! This was just an elaborate attempt on 
Frog's part to get int.o the pant.s of sorority girls! WE ALL 
SHOUID HAVE VOTED FOR RUSS ILOYD. AAAAH!!!" 
It was a good post-election release. Ithad t.o be done. When 
I got home, I called up the paper and screamed at them. I 
suggested a front-page headline that said "FROG SEUB 
OUT TO THE MAN -COSTELLO WANTS lilM DEAD!" 
Fortunately, the edit.or remained profesffional and suggested 
that I just lie dow1i"and list.en t.o some Peter Framptnn. I went 
t.o bed and fell asleep the way all failed politicians fall asleep 
after an election loss: drunk and exhausted. 
The next day,~ told Frog all was forgiven. He widerstood: 
being patriotic is a stressful thing. I just got groody. Fi.rat, we 
were amaz.ed that we broke the double-<ligit banier, then it· 
soomed possible t.o break the three-Oigit niark. After that, it 
started to soom likely that we oould have won it all. 
~ And what would have happened if we1d won? Well, I 
can tell you this much, we were . planning on either 
resigning and appointing John Shadgett and Chris 
McGee, or if we rouldn't do that, we would have hired 
them to be our "assistants," letting them clean house 
while we went putt-putt golfing. I think people should 
have voted for us just so Frog and I oould be lobbyist.s for 
higher education. I could just see the ronversation bee 
tween Frog the Lazy Bastard and Governor Chiles: 
Walkin' Lawton: How do you do, Frog? 
Frog: Ahmjust fahn Mr. Guvnuh! Ahm rilly drunk, and 
when ahm dun talkin' to you ahm gonna go back t.o mah 
hoetell room and mahsturbate. 
Oh, what might have been. 
Frog's a busy man, so I rould only get this: 
Me: So Frog, what did you think of the election? 
Frog: I was pleased. We are gods. 
Me: I think they really liked you. You won them over with 
your witty oonversation, your dashing good looks and your 
'just folks" demeanor. 
Frog: Whatever, just as long as I get laid 
Me: Ditto. 
Well, that was the campaign, as seen throught the eyes of 
the Lazy Bastard Party. Frog and I would like t.o say that on 
the campaign trail, wemetalotof really mol people. To the 145 
of you lazy bastards who vot.ed for us we have this t.o say: 
THANK YOU AND GOD BLESS THE UNITED &TATES 
OF AMERICA 
I • - . • 
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GREEK CORNER 
DEL TA SIGMA Pl 
Faculty donut hour today from 8-12. 
Tommorow night the Welllness Players 
will speak. Bryan-excellent advice Wed 
& our thoughts are with you. Pledges, 
look around big brother is watching. 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI 
Congradulations to all new big 
brothers! Pledges-you made the 
brothers proud Friday night. Keep up 
the hard wor1<1 Thanks to all brothers 
and pledges who came out Saturday 
morning for habitat for humanity. Alpha 
Kappa Psi, building partnerships now 
for success in the future! Proud to be a 
brother of Alpha Kappa Psi! 
CLUB INFO 
AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon 
SC 211. 
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY 
The Content of Christianity Discussion 
every Wednesday, noon, room 214 
Student Center all are welcome. Fr. 
Ashmun Brown, D. Min., Chaplain. 
. SWAT 
SWAT members important we need 
your help for the Wellness Expo which 
is tomorrow March 3rd please stop by 
the Wellness Center to see what you 
can do to help. 
PHI THETA KAPPA 
There will be a meeting on Thursday, 
March 4 at 6:00 in HPB 215. Contact 
Bob Snow at 823-2231 or Todd Petrie 
at 382-5933 for details. 
Hola Hjspanol 
HASA has its meetings every Tuesday 
at 5pm in the SOL. For more info. call 
Miguel 862-4121 . 
SCUBA II! 
UCF Dive Club meeting Wed. 3/3 
SC214 6pm. Call Andrew for info. 
382-8007. 
ROOMMATES 
Winter Springs-responsible m~le or 
female to share 3br/2ba home. $250 + 
utilities. 695-4871 . 
Female rmmate needed to share 4bed 212 condo, 1050 sq. It, plus screened 
home $180 per mo. Low exps. Call balcony. The Colonies, 5.5 mi. UCF. 
(407) 774-0676 or 249-3730 for $29500. 645-5706. 
Michelle. 
Share large condo located between 
UCF area and airport. Looking for dean 
responsible female. Rent $260 and 1/3 
utilities. All amenities. Call and ask for 
Michele 382-7552. 
F roommate needed to share brand new 
home 9 mins from UCF garage private 
bedroom and phone move in now 
Sonia 240-7560. 
Roommate needed asap own room & 
bath $245 mo. & 1/2 utilities 366-2693. 
F/M rmmate to share 2br/2ba apt $215/ 
mth washer dryer walk to UCF clean 
responsible 275-1918 after 9:30pm 
FINS/to share 2br2ba apt & utilities call 
Mary Ann 678-9203. 
FOR RENT 
Free Apartment Finding Service 
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc. 
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282 
*Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate 
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc. 
657-1967 
Biweekly contract student apartment 
very good rate please call 273-1500. 
Lovely 2b 2b dupl ale heat vertical blinds 
near hwy 50 & Dean Rd. $425 mo. $300 
security call 648-5136 or eve 862-3188 
2b9drooms/2bath duple)!: @ Eastcove 
Appliances Inc. Rent $475 671-7832. 
Room for rent $275/month no lease 
move in March 1 no deposit! Sussex 
Place, Scott 380-1181 . 
$220/mo. own rm, 2br apt by UCF. Air 
laundry. 1st, last mo. rent, 30 days 
notice. Call Jim, 380-8609. 
FOR SALE 
Queen waterbed for sale with black 
leather headboard call 366-8511. 
High quality low cost computers for sale. 
Special discounts for UCF students & 
faculty. Orlando based firm. Systems 
are built to your own specs. 1yr. 
warranty on parts & labor Visa/MC 
accepted. Call us at 2n-2883. 
New 486NGA color $895 or 386NGA 
$733 used computer, desk & printer 
$250 upgrades, repairs, trade-ins 
869-8894. 
AUTOS 
1987 lroc-Z Camaro, 5.7, TPI, met.blue, 
w/grey leather, t-tops, auto, chip, pw, 
pdl, tilt, cruise, new brakes, 69k mile 
$6999 657-5751 
Cutlass Supreme '81 140k mi rebuilt 
trans, ale, good int, runs good, needs 
paint, $800 call Mark 677-4999. 
HELP WANTED 
RPS needs p/t package handlers from 
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715. 
Need money for college expenses? 
Club Juana, upscale mens' nightclub 
now hiring dancers & waitresses. 
Good money no experience necessary 
adju$t hours to fit class schedule. Call 
Mr. White 831-7717. 
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per 
week assembling products at home. 
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1 700 
Dept. FL-307. 
Mail postcards and get paid, easy 
proven program, for app. send $1 cash 
& SASE, no other fees: Wealthy Ways 
P.O. Box 182213 Casselbeny, Fl 
32718. ' -
Attention UCF students-service 
personnel needed part time, will train· 
apply at Tim Webber Catering 300 
E.South St., Orlando 246-7300 
Wanted: male vocalist for weekend 
band. Classic Rock and Originals. Call 
Greg 679-0156. 
Cruise Ships Now Hiring-earn $2000+/ 
month & world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, 
the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, summer 
and career employment available. No 
experience necessary. For employ-
ment program call 1-206-634-0468 ext 
C5418. 
$200 daily mailing circulars for major 
corp. Free supplies. Rush self-
addressed-stamped-envelope to: 
USTB Marketing, Personnel Dept., 
P.O. Box 4203, Bryan, TX 77805. 
SERVICES 
Band available: Rock band for your 
party. 60's-90's classic rock. Call 
656-9557 or 295-0748 evenings. 
Baby Haven-a 4C early learning 
center. Hours Sam to 6pm ages 6 
. weeks to 6 years full time weekly rates 
start at $50 a challenging and 
rewarding environment for your child. 
8414 E. Colonial tel: 282-6226. 
TYPISTS 
I 
WP, EDITING: APA, ML.A, etc. 366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
Same day service available. IBM/AT, 
· WordPerfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast•Professional•Accurate 
. KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735 
Word Processing. Near UCF. 
366-0556 
Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable. 
WordPerfect 5.1 . BA English. 
382-8599. 
Position available: Business Manager 
Pam Beasley 365-2569. 
Typing .25 off per pg w/ad. 
$2.00-.25=only $1. 75. Call Lee 
657-8516. 
Term papers/DocumentSIWord 
Processing. WP 5.1. UCF employee. 
Fast, great rates. 677-1598. 
Let me do your typing! Starts at $2 pg. 
Resumes $10 first pg., on WP5.1 
professional editing. 382-0505. 
The Word Processor 
Papers, resumes, theses. 
Professional. Accurate. From $1.50. 
Casselbeny area. Nancy 339-1093. 
TUTORS 
Accounting Tutor 
CPA/former college instructor. 
Very experienced. 
Call Loretta at 256-1140. 
Experienced russian tutor/translator, all 
level's, native speaker call Alona 
677-4645. 
OTHER 
Spring Break Jamaica go to the 
extreme! FREE parties, great cheap 
food & drinks. Climb a waterfal! swim in 
the Caribbean from $299ea (MIA) 
Reggae.Jam SOO·UREGGAE 80()..873- •• 
4423. 
CLASSIFIED INFO 
Due to Spring Break, there will not be 
publications on March 9th & 11th. The 
deadline for the March 16th issue will 
be on March 5th by 4:00pm. 
35 Characters Per Line. $0. 75 per 
line:UCF students, staff & faculty. $1.50 < 
per line non-students & businesses. 
Boldface & underline double line rate. 
Prepayment only. Stop by The Central 
Florida Future Business Office (9-4) or c 
mail ad w/prepayment to: The Central 
Florida Future, Attn: Classifieds, P.O. 
Box 25000, Orlando, FL 32816. 
The Central Florida Future, the student newspaper of the University of Central Florida, is currently accepting applica-
tions and resumes for the position of business manager. 
· This position requires a person who can supervise people as well as oversee the :financial transactions and records of the 
newspaper. Candidates should fill out an application at our business office (823-2601) and submit a resume and any 
letters of recommendation possible. 
This position will be filled lzy February 1993 and the chosen candidate's tenure will be effective until the 
end of the spring semester .of 1994. 
OUTLET· 
Bring Friends .. . 
Roommates .. . 
and Money!!! 
Belz Facto_ry 
·Outlet World 
Mall 2 
363-4670 
10% $tudent discount on regular ·merchandise with UCF ID 
Arbour Village Apartn1ents 
Arbour Village ... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You. 
The freshness of country living with the convenience of 
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a 
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just 
walking distance to UCF. · 
• 2 laundry facilities 
• 2 swinuning pools 
• Professional management 
•Exercise Room 
.Oversized walk-in closet.? 
.Small pets accepted 
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts 
•Sauna 
FURNISHED APARTMEN:r! AVAILABLE 
11600 MacK:ty Boulevard .. Orlando, Florida 32826 
( 407) 282-7333 . 
Iver Get A Pol 
Smashed! 
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Mr. Francis Allman putting in a hard days work at Future-Fest '93, real or illusion he will let 
Katie decide. (c11tt Ylnunctt 1FuruRE) 
iJ•t•~e iJeit '93 
~titbtg t~t lll!)tf fot e~iittg ~ftllk 
Spring Break will soon be upon us 
and with the anticipation of this on-
going merriment, the Future has taken 
a few well planned steps to insure 
UCF's beer drinking satisfaction. 
How, you may ask, can we do this?-Bybeertaste--
testing of course! And, in carrying out this laborious 
t~sk a few members of our staff unselfishly volunteered 
to take part in what we [those of us on the listl now have 
dubbed "Future-Fest 93." 
At a local pub known as Devaney' s, which by-the-
way stocks a small yet adequate supply of "real beer," 
r: see below] two Future staff members(* Francis J. 
Allman and myself- Cliff Vanzandt> decided to throw 
back a few pints for the sake of some of you naive 
Spring Breakers. 
Devaney' s, the first locale, and hopefully not the last 
[depending on the mood of President Hitt next year], is 
what one might call a true beer drinker's establishment. 
The ambiance is partial to those who like a little more 
spirit than spice. Although, "Kati~" our waitress was 
spicy enough. 
Well, that's another story- on with the reason we 
came to Devaney' s, besides it being close to the 
campus - beer. 
As I was saying, Frank and I took a strategic position, 
after surveying the waitresses of course, a booth in the 
center of the bar. We were scheduled to meet "M.iss 
Future-Fest 93," but instead, an old friend of Frank's 
occupied her place. To us. it really didn't matter be-
cause babe or not, we were here to consume the best 
libation Devaney' s had to offer. 
.. Katie" being · an exceptional waitress offered us 
menus and then mentioned the fact that tonight <Sun-
day) was import night - $1.50 imports to be exact. 
With that. Frank and I decided to peruse the beer list and 
sample a few of their delicacies. "Katie" soon delivered 
our first two bottles. Of course bottles, "real beer" is 
never drunk from a can. 
Our first selections: Samuel Adams and 
Guinness Extra Stout. 
As many already know, Samuel Adams is one of 
this country's finest concoctions. And, it was a tempt-
ing treat for none other than the famous Officer Allman 
CBy-the-way I didn't happen to mention, Francis is a 
COPJ - well, no matter, it was time to partake in the 
nectar of gods, [no reference to Shoulberg's norr-
existent GodJ and as Frank often says, "He has never 
met a beer he didn't like." 
Like-hell, love. Samuel Adams and Frank soon 
became quite attached. After drinking the last drop 
from the bottle and forcibly prying it from his lips, Frank 
had this to say about his old friend Sam, "Samuel 
Adams isn't bitter, but like old friends, it can become a 
little heavy at times, overall though, a fine domestic." 
Now, let us move onward and upward to a real-
man' s beer, Guinness Extra Stout. Guinness my 
first choice of the night is a hearty brew, full of froth and 
flavor. Brewed in Dublin, Ireland, it is hearty. I· mean 
really hearty-hell, it's thick enough to walk across. 
Yes, soon the pleasing taste of Ireland was no more. 
But, as a ray of sunshine in a cold cruel beer-less world 
.. Katie" Cd id I happen to mention, an exceptional wait-
ress] brought us our next selections. 
Myself, lucky enough to drawanotherfine Irish brew, 
Harp, a lager with full body and a supple taste very 
similar to "The Beer of Kings" - Heineken. 
Frankontheotherhandchose, Brokenhili, brewed 
in Australia. To quote Francis directly, OK maybe not 
directly, bUt at least in a more sober tone, "This beer is 
clean and ~risp with not much of a bite, or taste for that 
matter. It's a girl's beer - this beer has no balls!" 
Leaving this brew- far behind, after finishing it of 
course, Francis sloshed on to saythis about the British 
ale, Whitbread- "It is a traditional pale ale, different 
from beer." Obviously, Francis has started to feel his 
drink, muttering something about the picture of Samuel 
'Nhitbread, on the bottle, looking sort of bovine Ccow-
like) ... After this, the real beer drinking begins. -lt is a 
blur ... At times I wasn't sure if "Katie" Ca damn fine 
waitress] was coming or going. 
In one of her many trips, I distinctly remember a 
Grolsch. This is a quality beer from Holland, which 
pretty much says it all - must have been great! 
Frank at one time found himself with two brew-ha-
has - a John Courage CBritish> and a Tecata 
(Mexican), the latter of which Francis doesn't recall 
drinking. 
As the night was coming to a close and our deadlines 
fell by the wayside, Frank and I convinced our little bar 
maiden to join us in a series of photographs to com-
memorate the passing of our first Future-Fest. 
Francis and I finally left the somewhat fuzzier tavern. 
"Katie" [did I mention a damn fine waitress] waved 
good-bye to me. - screw Frank. Francis .... Fran I 
• cliff vanzandt/frank allman 
entertainment editor 
& that opinion guy 
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Have you ~ noticed how plot 
fines repeat themselves in film. ls it just 
your imajnation, or are they really the 
scme?lnrecentyearsSteven SpielJelg 
and Martin Scorsese tlC1v'e g:>ne the 
Wdf of the remake, and in the months 
to come more W111 arrive in theaters. 
flJwa.Js C1989) _Steven Spielberg 
remade the 40s flick MA Guy Named 
Joe" replacing Spencer Tracy with 
Richard Dreyfuss and instating Holly 
Hunter as his love interest. Aside from 
changing the film from a World War 2 
background to a flying fire fighti1"9 raj-
mentardcdfngalittle majc, Spielberg 
did little to change the film. 
Cape Fear C199D - Martin 
Scorsese remade the 60s thriller re-
placing Rebert Mitchum ard Gregory 
Peck with Robert De Niro and Nick 
Nolte. Even the score is redone with 
Elmer Bernstein re-recording the origi-
nal. However Scorsese gave the film a 
more grisly ending instead of the 
original's which is more subdued. 
The Vanishing C1993)-The origi-
nal ended on a down note and had all 
the vast ingredents of a great French 
film: sex. death ard a sad endng. 
However the remake of this film with 
Jeff Brj_dges and Keifer Sutherland 
• Patients in shock 
erds differento/ than the original and 
completety destroys the tenacity of 
thefim. 
Sommersby (1993) - In this re-
make of France's MThe Return of Mar-
tin Guerre," Richard Gere takes over 
the role of MGuerre" renamed Jack 
Sommersby. Jode Foster's character 
was orignally submissive - offering 
herself to Gere' s character - but the 
character was changed to on Foster's 
request The erding is preserved and 
audiencedoesn'tfindoutthetrueiden-
tity of this man. 
Point of No Return (1993) - This 
March, Bridget Fonda will attempt to 
take on the role of a which was 
originally featured in 1990's French 
film "Le Femme Nikita." The film 
doesn't stray from the original end-
ing and let's hope they keep the first 
film's artistic integrity. 
Until Hollywood starts to come 
up with new ideas, the trend to-
wards remaking older films will con-
tinue. There are many ideas out 
there, young filmmakers are waiting 
to break new ground, Hollywood 
only needs to look. 
• tim wassberg 
central florida future 
replace humans ... 
... your plasma will 
always be needed. 
• Accident Victims 
-. Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors 
for bums, surgery, or for hemophiliacs 
treatments of illness • New Reasearch on life 
threatening diseases 
You can earn over $100 per month. · 
"We would like to compensate you for your 
time when giving the gift of life" 
BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONUS 
FOR YOUR HRST DONATION 
Call for information and/or appointment 
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, ~ ~2805 
(407) 841-2151 . 
Resume Special! 
The right introduction can make all the difference when 
you're competing for a job. At Kinko's, we'll help you 
create a professional resume package. 
t Fonnat and design assistance 
t Typesetting 
t Reproduction on fine . 
stationery 
t 24-hour turnaround 
Maggie (Bridget Fonda) and her agency mentor, Bob (Gabriel Bryne), argue 
furiously after Maggie i's forced to become an assassin. (courtesytwarner bros.) 
c 1992 The Olive Gorden Restaurants 
HERE'S A COURSE 
... :THAT ·coMBINES 
. )\ ..... 
ITALIAN: ·ANb'. 
. ~. 
ECONOMIGS. 
r 
I 
\ 
I 
' 
ALL 
YOU 
CAN 
EAT 
SPAGHETTI, 
GARDEN_ SALAD, 
& BREADSTICKS $5.25 
WEDNESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM 
-~ " ,-~"' 
- . :~ - . ~-· ~ . ' . . ,.. ~)  
Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a UCF student or staff 
member, just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat 
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh garden salad 
and warm garlic breadsticks. ~ • 
It's all just $5.25. And you -,~~r _.. f 
don't have to be a math •  
major to figure out that o~ ' 
that's a greqt deal. ITALIAN. HESTAl JHAN"J 
WHERE AlJ.THE BEST Or I1A1Y IsYoL 1Rs.~ 
Available only at: 
Orlando, E. Colonial Dr., just east of Alafoya Trail, 381-8084. 
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• 
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DIGABLE PLANETS 
REACHIN' CA NEW REFUTATION 
OF nME AND SPACEJ 
IELEKIRA RECORDS 
The reason rap continues to grow so 
strong- is the ability of rap· musicians to 
constantly reinvent what rap music is. 
.AsrestedDevelopmentdd ~lastyear, by 
turning ~wi!h a sound so fresh, so original, 
that it broadened the definition of rap music. 
This yea-it looks like Digable Planets wants 
to transform the shape of rap. 
Right noothe main trends in rap seem to 
be sampling George Ointon and James 
Brcmn. getting caught up in freedom of 
speech issues ood singing about bitches 
end pimps. On Reachin' Ca New Refutation 
ofllmeand Space) the DP' ssmoothlyavoid 
all d those issues. Instead of sampling to 
death James BroNn. we get an odd lot of 
samples form the jazz world.~ opposed to · 
of A Tribe ... 
In fact Reachin'. SOlllds a lot like AT ribe 
Called Quest's I~ effort. The LCM' End 
Theory. Quick-witted rhymes aver a deep 
base line, with a bit of sampled brass throV'vfl 
in for variety. The DP' s are just as comfort-
able with John Coltrane as an influence as 
they are with George Ointon. It's this re-
spect of other forms of music that keeps 
the album so marvelously easy to listen to. 
By oow most radio stations have picked 
up the album's lead single, "Rebirth Of 
Slick Ccool like dat)" - a sho'AY mix of rap 
and blues.And deservedlyso, it has jumped 
up the charts in a matter of weeks. A major 
feat for an unkncmn rap group to pull off. 
Then again, last year, .Asrested Develop-
ment was unknown to mbst of us. 
• david j shoulberg 
· staff writer 
no, oonsider ~rself Ucky. On the other 
hard, look at his brilliant come back albl.ITI a 
couple years ago Fbwers In The Dirt. 
Fbwers pn:Ned that McCartney could sUI 
write songs that were instantly likable, not to 
mention well written. His strongest material 
have always been the songs that seem the 
most effortless. Hoo mal'"o/ times have you 
listeredtoaMcCartneytrackoodsaid 11 dcrnn, 
I couldwite that!" Onlyto realize the stupidity 
of your statement. 
· On his latest album, Off The Ground, 
McCartney either hits the mark or misses 
big. The opening track is so instantly catchy 
that it screams for air-play. It has the same 
kind of breezy, sing along chorus that made 
.. Hey Jude," so instmtly familiar. 
The alt:x.ims first single, "Hope Of Deliver-
anre, n isawellconstructed pop ditty, vaguely 
reminiscent of Paul Simon's South Ameri-
can-influenced material . 
Unfortunately, when McCartney misses 
on this album, the losses ~ big. 11 Looking 
forCtmges." is a pretentious ode to animal 
rights, containing some of Paul's most em-
barassing ~to date. 
11 I saN a cat with a machire in his brain 
' . 
themanW'lofed him said hedidn'tfeel any 
pain, rd like to see that man take out that 
machine.and stick it in his own brain, you 
knoo what I mean" 
• ~ng about hookers and street violence , 
the DP's put forth a message of peace, love 
and higher consciousness. 
PAUL MCCARTNEY 
OFF THE GROUND 
ft' s that kind of sappy political lyric that 
sin~ McCartney's OMl efforts. The pattern 
repeats on another track called "Peace In 
The Neighborhcxxj. n 
For some fleeting moments Off The 
Ground. is actually an enjoyable album. The 
problem is when McCartney's <:JNrl musical 
foolishness and politically correct lyrics get in 
the W'iJ'/. Instead off being a smooth ride, Off 
The Ground is more like an obstacle course. 
• 
The DP' s are roughly somewhere be-
tween De La Soul and AT ribeCalled Quest· 
on the rap evolution cycle. To put them on 
thesamesortofgoofyplayfulnessas Dela 
SOO, mixedwiththesimplisticjazzintluence 
CAPITOL RECORDS 
Paul McCartney's career throughout the 
last decade has been pretty haphazard. Re-
member his film and soundtrack Give My 
Regards To Broadstreet? If you aiswered 
• david j shoulberg 
staff writer 
$REWARD$ I THE Crossword 
We reward outstanding telemarketing 
perfo;mance. Super part-time job with 
full-time pay. Day or evening shifts 
available. 
~ Set up appointments for our 
outside sales representatives in · 
our Orlando Sa1es Office. 
• qu~ranteed base salary, high · 
comm1ss10n, and lucrative -Oonuses-
earnings between $15 and $20 
per hour. 
If you ~ave a clear speaking voice, · 
profes~10nal appearance, and lots of · 
enthusiasm call today for an interview: 
407-682-3600 
American Frozen Foods, Inc. 
r----- -----
' Goudfoc t.,, ... r.tJrW• 
i $25 STRESSED ••• lookini;fo1· a place to live? ll'c Ca11 Ilclp! 
I townrtlyourmovo • Aparlmcnl~ 
1 whcnyoumovoi.nl.onny · ~~ • llou~cs 
1 apartmcntconununity •Detailed Info 1 we hnvc referred to you ~~~J:'Wf.J.....I : t:~~~lans 
I or • Ami More 
1 1ycnrnllili1toouuun1c Apartment Hunters 
1 l\1ntcliiug bcn"iccl •1:109 I·:. Colonial llril'o • Orlanilo • (•I07) 895-0SOO ~----------,.µ..~~~~~~~~.:..;.:,:;.:.:.:;.:___J 
ACROSS 
1 Secret gro&ip 
6 Tractable 
1.0 Cheese choice 
14 Stag 
15 Neural process 
16 Tabu 
17 Way to fight 
19 Hernando de -
20 Tennis need 
21 N.M.art 
colony 
22 Vacationed 
In away 
24 Clio or Thalia 
25 Rental sign 
26 Tennlte or ant 
29 City on the 
Oka 
30 Pindar product 
33 Commotion 
34 Fight site 
35 ADIMaggio 
36 Musical 
conclusion 37 Trapped congers . ___ .__ 
38 Roger Moore 
role 
39 Apply 
40 NoYices 
41 Rhone feeder 
42 Soak flax 
43 Chow-
44 Harding or 
Beatty 
45 Take the stump 
47 Roof section 
48 Gambling spot 
50 Wine center 
51 Pluto's 
counterpart 
5464 
55 Waytogo 
58 Right-hand man 
59 Pound sound 
60 Lunar valley 
61 Fr. river 
62 Or-! 
63 Precipitous 
ANSWERS 
Jesus Lizard 
U•r 
Touch 
The Jesus Lizard's rew release, Liar, on the 
independent lcEel Touch and Go is a brutal and 
relentless collectbn of aggressWe muse for 
you to chop firewood to. This band is fierce. The 
Jesus Lizard spits. bums and explodes on Liar, 
disregarding the~ muse masses. Stng fans 
will have to find solace else'hhere. 
"Boilermaker" starts the album off .....;th a 
5Wdrm-of-angry-bees guitar riff and stalwart 
drumming. When vocalist David YON screams 
"I'm a:ilm roN. I've a:ilmed chwn," he sounds 
more like an ax murderer than the trarqlil 
denizen he's proclaiming to be. The music 
duns oo and then vanishes oo quekly as it 
began. 
"Gladiator" rould best be descri>OO as an 
exorcism put to a harsh wail of guitar powered 
frenzy. lftherewasn'talyricsheetprovO:d, the 
distorted vocals would be completeo/ uni'ltell~ 
gible. Sure. Helmet's angry and ferocK>us. but 
these guys are insanely twisted and prove to be 
much roore intrguing with their use cJ cifferent 
reythms and textural sounds. 
Perhaps the best song on Liar is the~ 
inducing "Slave Ship." Guitarist Duane 
Denson' splaying exudes a cinematic aLJa that 
enhances YON' s dark. esoteric ramblings about 
droNrlng on a ny.>terbus ship. Touches of 
eerie, mystic feedback add depth to the images 
of pain and misery. 
The Jesus Lizard have~ to master 
their visceral ()f\l)lauijlt cJ sound~ structuring 
their songs and utilizing varied tempo$ Md time 
signatures. This diswguishes them .. from the 
crush of ci>roxiws guitar rock bands hittng the 
scenes today. The Jesus Lizard is 
unt¢ogeticaty savage in their~h. but it 
cbes offer a tne "Gh'native" v.tleh is hard to 
find these days. • jarret keene 
central fbida fub.re 
by Louis Sabin · 1 
DOWN 
1 Lyricist Sammy .. 
2 Tothnhel· . 
tered side 
3 Sea sight 
4 -howl 
5 Moolah 
6 Nev.lake . 
7 Hatchets 
8 LonHone bird 
9 Waytomeasure, 
10 Follow 
11 Waytosell 
12 Poltermoney 
13 Humor 
18 Brewery unit 
23 S.A.stew 
24 Butte's look· 
alike 
25 Rowan and yew 
26 Contract 
27 Loop 
28 Waytoweave 
29 Man-made 
fabric 
31 "Holy Sonnets" 
poet 
32 Ger. seaport 
34 Penthouse 
37 Waytosee 
38 Unfumished 
40 Govt. agent 
41 They bring 
salvation _ 
44 Electrical unit 1 
46 Waterway 
47 Ms Lauder 
48 Brick base 
49 Imaginary 
line 
50 Vipers 
51 Printing term 
52 Capri for one 
53 Pace 
56 Trouble 
57 Glib chap 
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B-BALL 
FROM PAGE 16 
Leonard White said, who 
scored 26 against the Knights 
in 23 minutes of play. "That 
really hurt them. We weren't 
expecting it at first, but then 
we picked up our defense." 
The early advantage was the 
last time the Knights would 
see the lead. The Jaguars 
quickly went on an 18-3 run, 
putting them ahead for good. 
Afterwards, Southern's edge 
never got out of double figures, 
increasing to 27 points before 
the end of the first half, which 
ended with a 63-40 Southern 
lead. 
"Southern has a great team 
with outstanding players," 
UCF Head Coach Joe Dean 
said. "We just didn't make our 
shots."The Knights made only 
29 percent of their field goals 
in the first half. 
In the second half, it was 
much the same story, although 
UCF increased its shooting 
percentage to. 53. 
Forward James Harper 
played an excellent game in 
Looking for business, 
marketing or any 
major interested in 
earning money: 
The sky's the 
limit,. 
The Central Florida 
Future has unlimited 
opportunities for 
advertising representa-
tives. Payment is made 
on a generous commis-
sion basis and the only 
requirements are a 
positive and motivated 
personality.Prior 
experience in sales is 
helpful, but not re-
quired. 
Call Tisha at 823-2602. 
The sooner you start, 
the sooner you earn. 
eastern Louisiana and Cente-
nary round out the bottom of 
the standings. 
BASEBALL 
FROM PAGE 16 
them," UCF Head Coach Jay 
Bergman said. "When you only 
get three hits and one run, you 
aren't going to win." I.. 
place of Saxton. He scored a 
double double, getting 21 
points and 14 rebounds. Saxton 
went to the bench early in the 
second half after picking up 
his fourth foul. He scored 14 
points in 14 minutes of play. 
After an early second half 
run, Southern increased its 
lead over UCF to 35 points. 
UCF played the Jaguars neck-
and-neck for the remainder of 
the game, cutting the lead to 
23 with four minutes to go, but 
could get no closer. 
The Running Knights are 
not allowed to compete in post-
season play until next year. 
threw three strikeouts and 
gave up only three hits in the 
first four innings. The fifth 
proved to be his demise. 
The Diamond Knights will 
face the Vanderbilt Commo-
dores Wednesday at 3 p.m. at 1 
the UCF Baseball Complex. 
"I thought they would go 
much slower," SouthemHead 
Coach Ben Jobe said. "When 
they came out running in the 
first part of the game, I was in 
shock. But UCF got burned 
out both physically and men-
tally because they're not ac-
customed to it." 
UCF (7.() 
Walker 3-4 4-5 10, Davia 6-16 4-4 16, Maton 0-0 
0-0 0, Phillipa 0-4 2-22,Harding1-10-0 2, Carter 
4-7 3-4 15, Foster 2-4 0-0 5, Harper 3-3 0-0 6, 
Saxton 6-10 5-6 18. 
Florida International (80) 
Tchir 1-2 0-0 3, MarrioU 0-0 0-0 0, Nicholas 2-8 
2-4 6, Valdes 2-3 0-2 6, Joiner 1-6 0-0 3, Greer 0-
1 0-0 0, Stuart 5-9 1-4 11, Stewart 3-115-6 11, 
Flournory 4-5 1-2 9, Prude 5-10 1-2 11 
Hallt1-UCF .U, FIU2S. Three point ahota-
UCF 6-8 (Carter 4-4, Foater 1-1, Saxton 1-1, 
Davia 0-2), FIU 4-14 CTchir 1-2, Nicholas 0-2. 
Valdes 2-3, Joiner 1-5, Greer 0-1, Stewart 0-1). 
Rebounds UCF 28 CW alker 6), FIU 34 (Stuart 8). 
Total Foul-UCF 13, FIU 17. Fouledout-Carter 
A-1,316 
Southern (117) 
White 10-16 0-0 26, Williama 2-3 2-2 6, Scalea 14-
191-129, Mimms 4-8 0-0 11, Thamea 10-23 6-10 
29, King0-10-0 0, Jones 2-8 0-0 6, McCoy 0-0 0-
0 0, Tim Robent 4-9 2-2 13, Conner 2-3 3-5 7. 
UCF (100) 
DaVls 12-19 8-12 36, Saxton 4-8 6-8 14, Walk.er 2-
4 0-0 4, Phillipa 0-7 4-4 4, Foater 1-5 2-2 4, Maton 
1-4 2·2 4, Harding 1-4 0-0 2, Carter 2-7 00-0 5, 
Harper 8-17 5-8 21, VanDeusen 2-7 2-2 6. 
He started off the inning by 
walking Tennessee third 
baseman Jeff Foster. Desig-
nated hitter Rob Curry 
slammed a single into left. Left 
fielder David Vance sacrifice 
bunted, moving Curry and Fos-
ter around the base paths. 
Halperin loaded the bases, 
when he walked center fielder 
Richie Wyman. 
The amount of pitches had 
taken the spunk out of 
Halperin' s arm. Halprin tossed 
a wild pitch, advancingthe run-
ners and scoring Foster. First 
baseman Alex Sanmiguel fol-
lowed by hitting a single into 
right field, scoring Curry and 
Wyman. 
000 oso 110- 5 9 1 
100 000 000- 1 3 1 
Pitcheu-Tenne-: Harvell W, 1-0,Myen. UCF: 
Halperin L, 2-2, Schlutt, Cimiluca. Hitten-
Tennessee: Sanmiguel 2-4 3RBl,Helton2-4, 
Trammell 2-4 HR. UCF; Angulo 1-3 RBI, Golden 
1-3, Ball 1-1. 
Tennes111e 
UCF 
Te~l,UCFO 
040 302 000- 9 11 2 
000 000 000- 0 1 2 
Pitchers-Tennessee: Heflin W, l-0,Miller, Wood.a. 
UCF: Wagner L.1-2, Cozart. Hitterit- TenneHee: 
SanMiguel 2-4, Trammell 2-4 2RBI, 2B, Helton 
1-5 3RBI HR. UCF: Ordway l.S 2B 
IDlnola 5, UCF 0 
Ilinoi1 020 300 000-5 11 l 
UCF 000 000 000-0 4 2 
Pitchen-Illinoia:TorianiW, 1-1. UCF: Still L, 2-
2, Veniard. Hitter1t-Illinoi1: Shulian 3.4 2Runs 
2B, Klimek 2-4 Run, Wells 1-3 HR RBI. UCF: 
Mulhan 2-3 2B, Garcia 1-4, Lawrence 1-3. 
UCF I, Dllnoia 0 
Illinois 000 000 000-0 2 2 
UCF 001 000 lOx-2 3 1 
The Running Knights fin-
ish the regular season tonight 
against the Stetson 
Hatters.Stetson is 6-6 in con-
ference play. Stetson is fourth 
in the TAAC trailing Florida 
International (who has 
clinched the regular season 
conference title), Samford and 
Mercer. Georgia St., South-
Halftime - Southern 63, UCF 40. Three point 
shots - Southern 17-39 <White 6-9, Mimms 3·5, 
Thamea 3-9, King 0-1, Jone• 2-7, Roberts 3-8>. 
UCF 5-17 (Davia 4-5, Saxton O·l, Phillips 0-2, 
Maton 0-1, Carter 1-6, Harper 0-1, VanDeu1en 
0-1). Rebounds-Southern54(Scales 18), UCF 45 
(Harper 14). Technical fouls-Carter. Total Fouls-
Southern 25, UCF 16. 
"In the first inning we 
thought we had something go-
ing," Morales said. "When we 
hit the mid innings, we should 
have kept it up." -
Pitchera-Illinois: Oestreich L, 0-1, Payne. UCF: < 
VanLanduyt W, 1-0, Schlutt. Hitter1-Illinoi1: 
A.·568 "We were overpowered by Crawford 1-3, Wohlwend 1-4. UCF: Ordway 2-2 
HR 2B, Amman 1-3. 
Ten Trivial 1idbits overheard at a 
recent Tampa Bay Lightning NHL 
game at the Expo Hall 
10) How do they grow ice in Florida? 
9) Hey, I thought Zamboni was a pasta dish? 
8) What the hell is a Canuck? 
7) Hey, where are the cheerleaders? 
6) This is a lousy substitute for baseball. 
5) I_ can't believe I wore shorts. 
4) Where can I get a hockey ball? 
3) Why, exactly, would anyone want t.o be a puckhead? 
2) Boy, rd love t.o be the team dentist. 
1) Well, the Bucs don't win either. 
Student Legal Services UCF 
Problems With: 
Landlords 
Insurance 
Contracts 
Traffic Tickets 
Need: 
A Will 
A Name Change 
Uncontested Dissolution 
UCFs Student Legal Services provides free 
legal consultation and representation in 
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students. 
For information or an appointment 
call 823-2538 
or stop by the Student Center 
Room 210 
Monday-Friday 8 a.rn.-5 p.m. 
funded thrm;~1 1\c,1.-;ty & Service Fee by the Student Government N.soaallon 
STUDENT 
SPECIAL 
FillSBS 18 •• 61118. 
Mon-Thurs 
Saturday 
New Hours 
6 am - 11 pm Friday 
9 am - 8 pm Sunday 
6615 E. Colonial Drive 
Orlando, FL 32807 
(407) 658-8000 
6 am - lOpm 
12- 5 pm 
r---------------, I STUDENTS, FACULTY AND I 
EMPLOYEES OF UCF GET 2 FOR 
I THE PRICE OF 1 I 
I OFFER GOOD THROUGH MARCH 15. I 
~---------------J 
.( 
{ 
( 
-• 
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· T.ast 1liinute finish~s highlight Magic week 
Nick Anderson's last minute thre~-pointers have been saving the 
.. Magic and have earned him the nickname '1St. Nick." cDeHoog1FurnRE> 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
• COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU. 
Trace Trylko 
MAGIC MANEUVERS 
~haquill'e O'N eal and the Orlando 
Magic's first appearance on NBC pro-
duced ratings46 percent higher than the 
network had been averaging for the sea-
son. So naturally, NBC is scrambling to 
reschedule games and put Shaq and his 
slam dunk attack on the tube nationally. 
NBC, or the Needs the Big Center for 
high viewership network, featured Shaq 
and the 0-town gang Sunday against 
the San Antonio Spurs. 
The Magic (26-25) fell 94-90 and 
droppt;d to 2-2 since the All-Star break. 
The game's other big-man-in-the-
middle, Spurs center David Robinson, 
bested Shaq by scoring 23 points. 
O'Neal, troubled by fouls throughout, 
finished with 19. 
Magic Head Coach Matt Guokas said 
he wasn't surprised O'N eal had trouble 
against Robinson. 
"I sensed that Shaq would have a 
hard time inside against (Robinson) 
because he is such an experienced 
player," Guokas said. ~He made Shaq 
take some quick shots." 
Orlando's loss to the.Spurs was their 
second of three down-to-the-wire defeats 
in a four-day span. Friday night, the 
Magic survived a gutsy Washington 
Bullets squad 92-91 when Nick Ander-
son sank a three-pointer with less than 
two seconds remaining. Another nail-
biterfeatured Michael Jor~'s 36-point 
performance as the Chicago Bulls clipped 
the Magic 108-106 at the Orlando Arena 
Thursday. · · . 
.. In these ~es and la.$t Tuesday's 
125-107 victory over the Portland Trail 
Blazers, Orlando has started off slug-
gishly. This was very apparent against 
the Spursr Orlando shot only 34.9 per-
cent for the game and trailed by nine 
after the first quarter and San Antonio 
extended this lead to 13 at the half. 
Orlando fought back, but their come-
back was too little, too late. Anderson 
summed up the main reason the team 
seems to be struggling. 
"We need to quit screwing around 
during pregame," Anderson said. "Prepa-
rations should start during warm-ups, 
and we're not doing that" 
Anderson has become an important 
asset ta the Magic. He has been an ex-
tremely consistent scorer, adding 30 
points against the Spurs. He has the 
second highest point total on the team 
(behind O'Neal) and averages 19.4 ppg. 
And, his last minute three-pointers have 
given him the nickname "St. Nick.".In 
- the last two months he has hit three long 
buckets to either win the game for Or-
lando or send it into overtime. 
St. Nick and the Shaq Attack will play 
only seven of 16 March contests at home. 
Tonight, the struggling Minnesota 
Timberwolves are in town. The T-Wolves 
are 13-38 and are languishing in fifth 
place in the Midwest Division. Road 
games in New Jersey and Milwaukee 
will set the table for Orlando's Sunday 
rumble with the Los Angeles Clippers at 
the Orlando Arena. A March 10 home 
game with Indiana is sandwiched be-
tween road contests with New ~ork and 
Atlanta. We'll be back with mor~ Magic 
Maneuvers following Orlando's March 
14 tilt with Seattle. Enjoy your spring 
break hoops fanatics! 
. . BriQI yoa bike to tbe 
" . Iii IWMIS- IQObBe repar service - · 
Every WeG)esclay • 9 - 2 P11• aaoss fron) tl)I! Wld Pizza-<KF Q1l1)fXIS 
r---~---------------, I Haircuts ~1Qy $4.99 Wi~thisco~on 
AJults Reg. Price· ssoo Children Under IO. S6t>o Expl.J'C8 April 30, 1993 I I TOP NOTCH curs-& CURLS, INC. I 
I Walk-lns Welcome I 
"Top Nnt..:h Nail Care" 
I - Perms TOPNOTCHNAILCARE I · 
I Start at Acrylics & Full Set I 
I $z500 andup $25°0 Rq:.$40 I I Includes Cut & Style Senior Citizens s5oo Manicure I 
I LG.A. Plaza - Call: 380-2621 I 
L (across the street from the Frat Hou~c near Good~;n Center) .J 
-------------------
-
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Diamond Knights clip Illini, finish .weekend 1-3 
by Alan Byrd 
STAFF REPORTER 
In more than 150 games, 
the UCF Diamond Knights 
were never shut out. But over 
the weekend it happened twice, 
once against the University of 
Tennessee, 9-0, Friday and the 
University of Illinois, 5-0, Sat-
urday. 
The weekend ended on an 
uplifting note as UCF re-
bounded to do the shutting 
out, beating Ilinois, 2-0 Sun-
day during the final game of a 
weekend series between Illi-
nois, Tennessee and UCF. 
Sunday, UCF (7-8) gave 
19th ranked Ilinois (3-3) what 
the Diamond Knights had got-
ten all weekend. Starting 
pitcher Jules Van Landuyt 
pitched no hit ball for five and 
2/3 innings. Overall, Van 
Landuyt allowed only two hits. 
Over the weekend, the Dia-
mond Knights run output was 
sparce. After getting the only 
hit against Tennessee Satur-
day, UCF catcher Sean 
Ordway popped a solo home 
run in the third Sunday. It 
would be all the runs UCF 
would need. 
Todd Tocco scored a run after 
being walked by Illinois. He 
scored on a bunt by Matt 
Amman. 
Once again, Jason Schlutt 
provided excellent relief for 
UCF. He came on in the eight, 
striking out three and allow-
ing no hits. 
In Friday's game, UCF 
could not handle the 29th-
ranked Volunteers (3-3). Ten-
nessee pitcher Bronson Heflin 
allowed the Knights only one 
hit, credited to Ordway, who 
punched a third-inning double. 
UCF pitcher Joe Wagner 
gave up 10 hits, including a 
three-run home run to Ten-
nessee first baseman Todd 
Helton. The slam increased 
Tennessee's lead to 7-0 and 
gave the Volunteers insurance 
they would not need. 
Saturday, it looked like the 
same ball game, only this time 
the Knights pegged four hits 
instead of one. 
While Illinois pitcher Keith 
Torani threw a complete game 
victory, UCF was rocked by 
the Fighting Illini. UCF start-
ing pitcher Jimmy Still (1-2) 
allowed 10 of Illinois' 11 hits. 
Relief pitcher Jay Veniard 
fared better aginst the visitors 
from the Smokey Mountains 
as the Vols only touched him 
for one hit. Veniard also threw 
six strikeouts. < 
Thursday, it looked like it 
was going to be the Diamond 
Knights' day. They started out 
their game against Tennessee 
with a first-inning one-run 
lead. UCF )VOuld get no more 
as the Volunteers beat the Dia-
mond Knights, 5-1, to open the 
weekend series at the UCF 
Baseball Complex. < 
Leading off the first inning, 
left fielder Alex Morales was 
walked by Tennessee pitcher 
Pete Harvell. Morales stole 
second and later third on a 
double theft with right fielder 
Tony Marrillia. First baseman ' 
Gabby Angulo slammed a sac-
rifice fly to right field, scoring 
Morales. c 
The first-inning excitement 
would not continue. Harvell 
shut down the Knights, pitch-
ing for five no-hit innings. 
Overall, the Volunteers threw 
a no-hitter until the seventh,,. 4 
when Angulo punched a single. 
Harvell and relief pitcher Ryan 
Myers combined for a three-
hit performance. 
Even though the Fighting 
Illini allowed the Diamond 
Knights three hits, UCF capi- · 
t a lized on all their 
opportunites. For insurance, 
Diamond Knights' catcher Sean Ordway popped a solo home run against 
Illinois in UCF'$ 2-0 victory over the Illini Sunday. co.Hoog1FuruREJ 
UCF pitchers didn't fare 
much better against the Vol-
unteers in this game, either. ' 
Starting pitcher Mike Halperin 
BASEBALL continued page 14 c 
UCF smprises 
FIU,. 74-60 
by' Alan Byrd 
STAFF REPORTER . 
-
The end of the season is almost here, but the UCF 
men's basketball team will not lie down. They upset 
Trans Atlantic Athletic Conference champion Florida 
International University, 74-60 in Miami Saturday 
night. 
Hopefully, the game will be a positive omen. Next 
year the Running Knights become eligible for post-
season conference play. · 
UCF shooting guard Ray Carter became the first 
player in UCF history to hit 100 three-point shots in 
a career. Saturday's 4-4 performance gave hipi 102. 
He was also one of four Knights to score in double 
figures. 
UCF forward Victor Saxton led all scorers with 18 
points in the game. Saxton and forward Daryl Davis, 
who scored 16, led the charge to give the Knights an 
· earlY--33~ 17 lead. The Knights would never lose the 
lead. 
Great shooting from the floor and the line helped 
UCF gain the victory. UCF was 18-21 from the 
charity stripe and 6-8 from three point land. Overall, 
I • 
the Knights shot 51 percent from the floor. 
The loss was bittersweet for the Golden Panthers. 
Five seniors were honored and .... ,:,::::::::: :::::::,:,., .. Dwight 
~~J!~~~D~:d::td::~h:uts:ll ltL 
em aguars, av1s 1 w a on y ·''@tr-~,· · 
former UCF superstar Ken Leeks has .. , ,,,,~ ~ . 
done. He scored a career-high 36 points, ~~! 
tying the UCF record for most points in a ,, 
Division I game. Still the Running Knights· . 
lost, 127-100. 
James Harper's six points helped the Running 
Knights beat FIU 74-60 Saturday. cDeHoog1FuruREJ 
The Jaguars, ranked second in the nation in scor-
ing, proved to be too much for the 
..A. Knights, and each team ran the 
... ~... floor for most of the night. 
~:~~( Early in the game, it looked 
... as if UCF was destined for a great 
night. After two quick fouls by Davis 
and Saxton, the Knights went on an 11-2 
run, giving them a 13-5 lead. 
"They came out playing our type of game," 
B-BALL continued page 14 
R~Knights 
finish season at 
home with Hatters 
Staff report 
UCF's cross town rivals, the Stetson Hatters, c 
come to Orlando to close out the basketball season 
tonight in the UCF Arena. 
Stetson started slowly this season with a 0-7 
record. Since then they have turned things around, ~ 
going 11-7. . 
The change has come from junior guard Bryant 
Conner, who had averaged 20. 7 ppg in the last 12 
games. In seven of the last nine games, Conner has 
registered 20 or more points. 
When the Running Knights played the Hatters on ( 
Jan.18in Deland, Stetson slammed UCF, 98-81. Center 
Donnell Grier scored 26 points to lead Stetson. 
· · · · ·- · , · · . Qu~~I(Facts ·-.:... '. . 
St.etson 
Record: 11-14 
Bead coach: Glenn Wilkes, 35th year 
Last meeting: 98-81, Stetson 
Series: Stetson leads 5-2 
Top scorer: Donnell Grier, 18.9 ppg 
Leading rebounder: Grier, 6.6 rpg 
( 
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Sunshine State. touted 
as 'Spring Break' Mecca 
Staff Repon 
In.Just about five days, God 
wU/ing, spring break for UCF 
students begiru;. Some students 
will be heading off to Me:dro, 
Texas or the ski swpes of CoW-
rodn - even Chicngo, but for 
those of you stayi,ng here in the 
Sunshine State., here is a ron-
down of some of the rrwre popu-
lnr spring break desWwtinru;. 
or Adam Curry would be the VJ comingro 
PanamaCity,butrumorhasitthatKennedy 
will be the VJ. Several yet unnamed na-
tional recording artists will also come ro PC 
with MTV. The segments will air three 
times during the Top 20 Video countdowns 
on March 13 and 14. 
If you prefer a more 'laid-back, just-sit-
around-and-drink-~ratmosphere, Salty's 
by the Sea, Schooner's, Pineapple Willie's 
and Runaway Island are local-preferred· 
beach clubs. For pool and dart enthusiasts, 
The Big Easy is a popular spot. 
Bars are not the only form of entertain-
ment for spring breakers. Panama City 
Beach has an over-abundance of minia-
ture-go1fcourses. CooonutCreekoffersboth 
If any of you plan to head northwest miniaturego1fandtheGrandMaze,alarge 
to Panama City Beach, here are some mou8e maze for humans. There are also 
suggestions for things to do while you more T-shirt shops. than you could ever 
are there. . want to venture into. Alvin's Magic Moun-
Night clubs are a popular choice for tain Mall has all kinds of souvenirs sold in 
Spring Breakers. Spinnaker and La Vela . aninterestingsetting. There'salsothebeach. 
are the two major hotspots on Panama City The pier is a popular place for beach volley-
Beach. These two super-clubs are located ban and sunning. If you prefer a secluded 
right next door to one another on Thomas beach setting, the state park is a nice 
Drive. The clubs are located on the beach place, but there is an admission charge. 
and also have swimming pools on their Shell Island lies off the coast and can be 
outside decks. During the day, each chili reached by boat. 
offers a plethora of contests _ creative Several restaurants. on the beach offer 
suntan lotioning, wet T-shirt and wet boxer · Iunch specials, where a dinner-size meal is 
shorts.Atnight,theseclubscomealivewith served at cheaper prices. Some places to 
dance music inside and live music outside. lookfor-MontegoBay, Scampy'sandJPs 
Cover charges for those under 21 can be a for seafood and Sweet Basil's for Italian. 
bitexpensive-around$15-butforthose Directly across the state from the 
who are of age, entrance usually ranges beaches of Panama City is Jacksonville 
from free to $15. Beach, a resort town that used to be The 
A really cool beacll club that is clleaper Florida place to visit before Miami, 
and a great place for people who enjoy DaytonaandFt.Lauderdalebecamethe NavalStationandvisltHannahParkfor 
scammingonpersonsoftheopposite sex is state's hot spots. a great place to picnic or camp. 
Sharkey's. It's kind of out of the way, but Jacksonville has about l3 miles of And, for the truly athletic of spring 
well worth the drive down the strip. (By the beaches - with Atlantic and Neptune breakers, there is the River Run held in 
way, the strip is the road that runs parallel beaches being two of the more pcipular in downtown JacksonVille. This annual 15 
ro the beach. Spring Breakers like ro drive the ~ Weal clubs P;<>life~ and, de- kilometer (9.3 mile) race starts at the 
upanddownthestripandhonktheirhoms pen~ny~mmUSI~andcrowd, Gator Bowl, cuts through downtown 
andyellateachother.) · - thereISeverythingfromthe -neighborh~ Jacksonville, the San Marco and Saint 
MTV will be filming at various beach bar a~tude m: Pete's m the ~trip that in- Nicholas sections of town before ending 
locations in Panama City. 1-0Cations in- cludeslivemUSicvenuesRagtimesandSun back at the stadium - its final mile 
elude Spinnaker, La Vela and Sharkey' son D~~8!'e. The ~<=?es the~lves~good beingthe Hart Bridge, one of the longest 
Saturday and Sunday. The Panama City for ~g, swirllming and kiteflymg. Go bridges in a city of bridges. 
newspaperreportedthateitherSteveisaacs a bit farther north toward the Mayport - .Ranked just under Atlanta's Peachtree 
Florida's beatiful beadles are one of the many remon s why the state main-
tains i1s dominanoo as the "Spring Break" capital of the wor1d. (Fie Phdo'FUTURE> 
lOK, the River Run is one of the major road 
rares in the nation, attracting some of the 
premiernamesin the sportalongwith close 
ro 8,000 runners from all over. It features 
one helluvapost-racepartywithanotheron 
the evening of the run. 
This year, it is scheduled for 8 a.m. on 
Mar. 13. Suit up and justify all that beer-
d:rinking of the break. 
Just south of Jacksonville, right ofl-95 
you run into St Augustine, a small tourist 
. trap with nothing really worth seeing for 
more than a day but, what the hell, it's on 
the way ro Daytona - ahh it's good for 
lunch. Check out King George's Pharmacy 
in the old section of rown for a filling, low-
priced meal. Speaking ofDayt.ona, while a 
few years ago this town rose from a sleepy 
beachside community to replace Ft. Lau-
derdale as Spring Break Merea, pressure 
from the year-round residents forced the 
city ro crack down on breakers. 
The beaches in Dayt.ona are among the 
I 
(Fiie Photo/FUTURE) 
most beautiful in the world. Just remem-
ber, cracking open a beer while standing on 
thesandmayresultinyougoinghomewith 
a souvenier in the form of a $95 ticket or· 
worse, a trip to the local hoosegow. 
Still, the businesses go all out tO cater to. 
vacationing college students. Some of the 
best places to check out while you're in 
Daytonaare701South,Finky's,Razzles,or 
one of any number of clubs clustered 
around the intersection of Seabreeze 
Boulevard and Atlantic Avenue. 
TheMarriotthoteldownbytheboard-
walk contains several bars, all of which 
are literally packed with students dur-
ing spring break, not to mention the 
College Expo which is right on the board-
walk. MTV has made appearances for 
the past several years in conjunction 
with the Expo, and you can look forward 
to several decent free concerts sponsored 
by major beer companies. 
A short drive or bus ride from the beach 
to downtown Daytona will get you to the 
Coliseum, newly remodeled, and one of the 
hottest clubs in the entire city. 
Most all bars in Daytona will admit l8-
year--0lds,buttheunder-agedrinkinglaws, 
like all laws in Daytona, are strictly en-
forced: be careful 
So, don'tfeelbadifyou're stuck in Florida 
next week. Remember, our state is the 
destination for hundreds of thousands cf 
studentseveryyear;evenifyouend upright 
here, you'll be in good company. 
Or bad company if you get lucky. 
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·Red Cross 
BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER 
.Arilerican Red Cross 
:f'. ·::~~ ·::'..:;:)@{:· ·.: 
... , -. :::.·> ~wrn~l ~~JI~ 1illl~rn IM~~~ ~~oo~m/M~~M~ ~~~ m11m~ ! m~ Mt~l~ffi~ llM 
'.M~~OO ~H~~r "~1imMrn ~IM~m~ -~~l~M~ ~m~f 1n1rn~M~ ml~I ri~~i~~M~M~ ~rnm M~~lm ~~~~m 
R. w';r;~l~~ Ill~-.: =~~Ml~~,~- Mtl~Jlj~ Mt~~~m~ ~ ~N~m ~Hf~~["-~·~~ 
Cl!!~INl'tllt34l CllYS:lltll15 IMC 
(QMING ~OON TO A TH~TR[ N~R YOU 
If you're taking one o_f tl~ese tests, take 
Kaplan fir~t. We teach you exactly what the test · 
covers_ and. sJ1ow you the test taking strategies 
· you'll need to score your best: No one teaches you 
to think like the test makers better than Kaplan. · 
For more information call 1·800·KAP·TEST. 
KAPLAN . 
The answer to the te~t- question~ 
r-------------~--------------------------------~-----~ I 
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Alafaya McDonald's Supports 
UCF Knights 
: ~;? . . . : Buy ainy Offer Good Only atJhese McDonald's: 12305 Univ. Blvd. • 10413 E. Colonial Dr. 
7409 E Colonial Dr. : A · McDona~fJ·s Large Sandwich 
I .. ' I 
1 ~·.~~-- & Get One Free !:~;:}:n~!~~:!,;~;:~!,e~;:. 
I _ . I Coupon Per Person P,er Visit. 
I 
I 
I 
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0-town pizza tosser does good 
Biii Cushing 
EDITOR IN CHIEF 
Any student can philoso-
phize, but it takes a real man 
to toss a mean pizza. 
And Dell Lovejoy, the 24-
year-old manager ofRojo's Piz-
zeria and part-time UCF stu-
dent, can do both. 
For three days last month, 
Lovejoy was one of about 65 
contestants from the United 
States, Finland, Italy and 
Canada who appeared at the 
annual Pizza Exposition held 
this year at the Orange County 
Convention Center. The expo, 
which lasts three days, is spon-
sored by Pizza Today maga-
zine. It features booths and ex-
hibits for the food distributors, 
equipmentmanufacturers and, 
of course, the contestants from 
the retailers. 
"It's only open to people in 
the industry," Lovejoy said. 
"Anybody and everybody 
who is anybody to do 
with pizza goes." 
Although al-
most 600 ex-
ecutives, rep-
resentatives 
and distribµ-
tors were there, it is the show 
put on by the 65 or so contes-
tants that really adds spice to 
the whole thing. Competitions 
are held between the pizza 
chefs in categories of the fast-
est pizza made, the largest pie, 
the longest spin, the highest 
toss and the most innovative 
routine. 
Attending the convention 
under the local sponsorship of 
Roma Foods, Lovejoy, billed as 
"Orlando's Hometown 
Doughboy," grabbed sixth place 
in the largest pie contest and 
was pleased with being in the 
top half of the other categories 
except for the innovative rou-
tine. That was where he really 
shined, taking the third place 
spot in the innovative routine 
with a pizza. 
He was the only American 
contestant to place that high, 
losing to two Italian competi-
tors. 
Each 
routine 
was rated 
on dexter-
ity, diffi-
culty, 
rhythm 
and variety of 
moves. 
"You were to 
use music props," 
Lovejoy said. His prop was the 
round metal tray used in the 
cookllig of the pie; the music he 
chose to perform to was Van 
Halen's song "Right Now." He 
performed against a backdrop 
of slides prepared by David 
Bittle of UCF's film depart-
ment. The slide show was a 
series of shots of Lovejoy's rou-
tine on campus. 
"This (working in the pizze: 
ria) is what keeps me happy 
when I'm not in school," he 
said. "I've been doing this since 
I was 15. When I'm not in 
school, I'm working in a pizze-
ria." 
Like collegiate athletes, 
Lovejoy's performance at-
tracted a lot of attention. 
~m already being sponsored 
to go to Las Vegas next year 
and compete," he noted. "I've 
be_en offered a lot of jobs. I 
want to stay and finish school." 
Lovejoy has lived in Orlando 
since he was three years old. 
In fact, he sees a local angle that 
may help him earn enough money 
u) finally complete his degree. Re- . 
calling the musicians who "busk" 
(perlonn in) the streets of down-
t.own Orlando, collecting money in 
an open hat, Lovejoy is consider-
ing setting up· somewhere in the 
area and giving his own version of 
a live performance for t.ourists and 
visit.ors. 
Pizza has been very, very . 
good to Dell Lovejoy. 
- ' 
'RIDE THE MOVIES®! 
llSTUDSll 
ON LOCATION 
No stretch of beach can 
match the excitement of 
Back To The Future® .. . The 
Ride:M No wave can equal 
the howling, growlini fury 
of Kongfrontation.' No 
concert can rock and roll 
you like the world 's largest 
Hard Rock Cafe~ And no 
kiddie park can thrill you like 
the more than 40 rides, 
shows and attractions at the 
#1 Movie Studio And 
Theme Park In The World! 
TV's hottest dating show is shooting 
live at Universal Studios Florida®! You'll be STUDS1sarcg1St<r<dtrademark. CFAProducttons.lnc 
able to watch hilarious auditions as Spring Breakers vie to be selected as "studs1' and 
"studettes11 Monday thru Friday the weeks of March 8 and March 151 and for two 
days only (March 24 & 25) you can be an audience pa:ticipant for 
live tapings of STUDS with host Mark DeCarlo at Uruversal 
Studios®! Seating is limited. Use this coupon or your valid • 
college I.D. and $22.00 (plus tax) to turn your Spring 
Break into an adventure that1s right out of the movies! 
For more information, call toll-free 1-800-BE A STAR! 1• ~~=---r • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - •• ., 
I $22*SPRING BRUK BLO OU1! I 
I 11111111 Student Pass to Universal Studios Florida. Regular I 
admission price $34.00 (plus tax). Present this coupon I I with valid college l.D. 
Universal Studios Florida is just an hour west of Daytona on 1-4. I 1 6109344osao14 :~~e!°~~~i!.er.::0~ ""'" 25.1993Collpon Ylidlo< 14>10 six people. Thsclletllas 
L no cash VU. and .. OOI Ylid -ilf'{-specilGO< discounls. Oller ord enler1anne<t sutJ,od IOchange .I -"*'-.C1993~5ado5Fbndi. Mft!ll\IS.-_ 
-------------------
March 2, 1993 • The Central Florida Future 583 
Ir ri.ngs. It contains. It holds fost . lr'::: one way tl) makl' a firL' fight 
a fai r fight. Ic's your \\'ay to stop a forest fire Cl)ld. l 1x' ir. GL't 
your local fort.'Ster on tht' line-anytime- to repl)rt a fire ur nm· 
suspicious acti,·i ty. 
f 
584 The Central Florida Future • March 2, 1993 
WINTER 
p ARK o\(/I')<> ~-­
AI JJ UCF ;J<0 0 
STUD ENIS 
' . .. 
,
1 EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT 
2 for 1 larg_e daiquiris 
an flavor 
310 S. Park Avenue 
647-8719 
r-------------~-----------, I Bring in this coupon and receive 1 I 4 Free Jello Shots · I 
I . on Tuesday Only I 
I Must be 21 Years Old to Enter I L~------------------------~ 
prinu · Broke? 
.·.··· ~.,< , ·' ,,,; ~,1 .0:\~{:; ¢9il/i~ 
·- .~~~:::.· :··:'S!:f/ ~!!.{! _ ;, r~t 
~.I~/ 
As Close to the Equator as )bu ~nt to Bel 
f'~ S'U4-7- -,-N-IG_H_T_S_/8_D_A_:Y_8 
"""'~th t•llr- """-" """"""«-""' .f'I~ IN THE SUN!!!! 
mm!I UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA • FSU COMPIJMENTART 
• UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA ATGAJNEsvtLLH PACKAGE INCLUDE.Sa 
•FLORIDA INSmurE OF TECHNOLOGY 
• ECKARD COil.EGE • ROLLINS COLLEGE 
• UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN FLORIDA 
• FLORIDA AGRICULlURAL AND MEOIANICAL 
UNIVERSITY •JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY 
WHAT TO DO ON THE ISLAND? 
JOIN nm "AU. YOU CAN DRINK" 
•BOOZE CRUISE • ALL DAT llF.ACH P All'l'IU * 
BONflaE KACH BLAST • llAPPT BOUU 
• POOL P All'l'IU 
·FUN IN THE SUN-~ 
•vol.l.E'IBAU • UNNJ9 • HORSDAClt BIDINO 
• BU.CH IPOllts 
·FUN IN THE WATER-~ 
•DISCOS • GAMBLING • AU. NIGHT CUJU 
• AMVSDIDfT PAU • DOO TllACll 
•PICW. STIJDIHT MTI WfTH 1.D. • 1AND ON P'UACt4All OI' 
FOUA 141 DllCOUNTED 14111. AWNIU. eoM1 AUmlCTICIN9 APPLY. 
AIU'OflT DIPNl1\JN TAX NOT ltct.UOO. 
*ROUND 11UP AIJ\F.AJUt ROM 
MIAMI IHTl.AMA110H.\L 
* 151..AHD ADlPORT IRUTTU 
* ROONTll 
• WXURIOUI CONDOS 
•QUAD OCCUPANCY 
• 1 (I :a BEDROOM IUIIEI FOR 
oouatu, 1 lllPLU AV AD.ABU 
ACCOMMODAnONS PP.A1VllF.a 
• KltCllENElTitl 
• SATl:tl.ITK TV 
• .AJa..CONDmONINO 
• OLUtt SWIMMING POOL 
• TENNl8couan • OYM 
• 111!'.Al.m CLUa 
• TaOPJCAI. LUl • auTAUUNn 
.............. 
~~ 
7041Orn~er.a212 
()rtma, R. 32118 
(401)8-2235 
10 % off with UCF ID 
We buy used cars 
8otivac & So11d 
(]1~[;20 
AUTOMOTIVE OPTIONS, INC. 
WORLDWIDE EXPORT 
Jam es B. King 
Senior Salesman 
9809 East Colonial Dr. 
Orlando, FL 32817 
' 
Tel: (407) 282-2442 
"Se habla Espanol" 
' 
Win a $1,000 aw·ard for study in FSU's Florence or 
London Programs during the 1993-94 academic 
year. 
To be eligible you must stop by between 10 AM. 
and 2 P.M. on TUESDAY, MARCH 2nd, in 
ROOM 322 ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
STUDY ABReAD 
PROGRAMS 
R.ORENCli •LONDON • COlfA RICA 
1-800/374-8581 904/644-3272 
])'SVANEV,S 
Eatery & Sports Pub 
UNIVERSITY & COLDENROD 
. CO"OOINCS CENTER 679-GGOO. 
MARCH 17T 
* LIVE IRISH ENTERTAINMENT 
* OUTDOOR TENT BEER/FOOD 
* FREE BUFFET 4-?pm 
* GREEN BUD BEER 
*DJ 
* FREE PARTY FAVORS 
f I 
